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Abstract

This report was prepared at the request of the OECD-NEA Coordinating Group

on Gas Cooled Fast Reactor Development and it represents a contribution

(Vol.II) to the jointly sponsored Vol.I (GCFR Status Report). After a

chapter on background with abrief description of the early studies and

the activities in the various countries involved in the collaborative

programme (Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Japan, Sweden, Switzerland,

United Kingdom and United States), the report describes the facilities

available in those countries and at the Gas Breeder Reactor Association

and the industrial capabilities relevant to the GCFR. Finally the programmes

are described briefly with programme charts, conclusions and recommen-

dations are given.

Schneller Gasgekühlter Reaktor: Entwicklungsgeschichte, Anlagen,

Industrie und Programme

Kurzfassung

Dieser Bericht wurde auf Anforderung der OECD-NEA Coordinating

Group on Gas Cooled Fast Reactor Development erstellt und ist

ein Beitrag (Band 11) des gemeinsam getragenen Bandes I (Schneller

Gasgekühlter Reaktor - Statusbericht) . Einem Kapitel über die

Geschichte mit Kurzbeschreibung der frühen Untersuchungen und der

Tätigkeit in den verschiedenen, am Kooperationsprogramm beteiligten

Ländern (Belgien, Deutschland, Frankreich, Großbritannien, Japan,

Österreich, Schweden, Schweiz, Vereinigte Staaten von Amerika)

folgt eine Beschreibung der in diesen Ländern sowie bei der Gas

Breeder Reactor Association verfügbaren Anlagen und der für

schnelle gasgekühlte Reaktoren in Frage kommenden Industriekapa

zitäten. Schließlich werden die Programme anhand von Tabellen

kurz beschrieben, Schlußfolgerungen gezogen und Empfehlungen aus

gesprochen.
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I. BACKGROUND

1. Introduction

Fermi and Zinn started already in 1944 to consider the possibility of using

fast breeder reactors, capable to increase the uranium energy reserve of the

world by a factor 50 in comparison with the case of using thermal converter

reactors only. The beginning of construction of the first fast reactor,

Clementine, in Los Alamos, was 1946. The reactor was cooled by mercury. The

second fast reactor, EBR1 in Idaho, was started in 1949. The coolant was

NaK. These reactors and the next following had metallic fuel and the core

power was relatively small. This lead to very high power densities and small

coolant passages in the core. In these conditions, and considering the techno

logical development of that time, there was no other possibility as to choose

a liquid metal as coolant. Water was excluded for neutron thermalisation

reasons and agas looked as too a poor heat transfer medium to be able to

cool a very small core with tremendous power densities.

At the beginning of the sixties however it was found that oxide fuel was better

than metal, due to the experience gained with Light Water Reactors, which

showed that with oxide fuel it was possible to reach higher burn-ups, the

fuel could withstand higher temperatures, and it was more compatible with

the coolant and the cladding. First BR5 in Russia and Rapsodie in France

used U02-Pu02 as fuel. The thermal conductivity of the oxide fuel is much

less of that of the fuel metal alloys, thus the linear power rating possible

with oxide fuel is also considerably smaller than with metal fuel. The use

of worse coolants than liquid metals is then possible.

The power and the size of the cores of the modern reactors has increased

steadily. It is now a generally recognized fact that a reactor power plant

can be economical only if it is of very large size, at least greater than

500 MWe and may be even as high as 1000-2000 MWe. Greater core sizes allow

more space for coolant passages, and this fact also tends to favour worse

coolants. Indeed the pumping power required to cool the core is inversely

proportional to the fifth power of the size of the coolant channels.

At the same time the development of gas cooled reactors - Magnox and AGR's

in England, Magnox reactors in France, High Temperature Reactors in U.S.A.,

Germany and England - showed that high pressure gas can be used as coolant
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of the core of thermal reactors. An increase in pressure is very effective

in improving the heat transfer properties of a coolant gas. Indeed the

thermal performance of a coolant, defined as the ratio of the extracted

heat to the required pumping power, is proportional to the square of the

gas pressure.

Especially important for the increase of the gas pressure was the develop

ment of the prestressed concrete pressure vessels. These have been initial

ly developed in France mainly due to difficulties and extra costs of welding,

and afterwards annealing, very thick steel vessels on the site. Since then,

both the size and the working pressure of the concr~te vessels have increased

steadily in France and in England, mainly for CO2 cooled thermal reactors

of the Magnox or AGR type. In Germany the THTR (Thorium-Hochtemperaturreak

tor) is presently under construction. The primary helium coolant circuit

of this prototype reactor of 300 MWe power is contained in a concrete pres

sure vessel of 16 meters inner diameter. The helium working pressure is

40 Atms. In the United States the construction of the 330 MWe High Tempera=

ture Reactor prototype of Fort St. Vrain is completed. The helium working

pressure is 50 Atms. A 1:3 scale model of a concrete pressure vessel with

2.5 meters inner diameter has been built in Germany /1/ and tested success

fully at full pressure (100 Atms) and temperature (300oC). In Sweden a 1:3.5

scale model of a concrete pressure vessel with 2 meters inner diameter and

for a maximum working pressure of 85 Atms /2/ has been subjected to tests
oat temperatures of up to 300 C, as weIl as to cold pressure tests up to

215 Atms without any damage /3/. This model has as an interesting feature,

a large concrete removable lid, which is being proposed both for the General

Atomic, the Gas Breeder Reactor Association and the KWU designs of aGas

Cooled Fast Reactor.

The concrete pressure vessels for big dimensions and high pressures can be

made considerably safer than steel vessels. Their enormous mass makes a

sudden catastrophic failure extremely unlikely. The steel tendons, which

take up all the tension stresses, are made highly redundant, can be

checked, tested and, if required, replaced during or after reactor operation.

The failure characteristics of a conerete vessel are such that the deerease

of pressure due to leakage through eraks in the wall is very slow. Indeed,

onee the pressure in the vessel has decreased, the tendons subjeeted to

less stress elose up the bigger crackings in the concrete. The tendons are

designed to withstand an aecidental condition.with fully pressurized
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concrete cracks and, in recent designs for very high pressures, a venting

system in the concrete wall to detect and reduce this accidental condition

has been proposed. Fina11y, the inner stee1 liner, which makes the concrete

vesse1 1eak tight, is kept under compression only and at 10w temperatures

and 10w thermal gradients by means of a thermal insu1ation and a water

coo1ing system.

Another techno10gical improvement coming from the deve10pment of the

Advanced Gas Reactor is the application of artificia1 roughening to the

surface of the fue1 element pin, in particua1ar the use of partial1y

roughened pins, originally suggested by Fortescue for the Gas Breeder /4/

and adopted for the AGR type power station of Hinkley Point B in England

/5/. Partial roughening a110ws a considerab1e increase in power density

in the core and/or a reduction in the required pumping power. Rough sur

faces are only present in a relative1y short axial portion of the fue1

pins where wall temperatures are the highest (about 3/4 of the core length,

which means about 35% of the total pin 1ength), thus avoiding supp1emen

tary pressure drops where they are not required.

Whi1e the ear1y attempts started towards the end of the second wor1d war

in the United States dictated the choice of the coo1ant of a Fast Breeder

Reactor, the only practica1 possibility being at that time a liquid metal,

subsequent technologica1 improvements have made the use of agas as a

fast reactor a much more real possibi1ity. These improvements originated

by the development of light water reactors (oxide fue1), of sodium coo1ed

fast reactors (deve10pment of thin fue1 pins and of subassemblies) and of

gas coo1ed reactors (prestressed concrete pressure vessel, artificia1

roughening of fue1 pin surfaces). But that ear1y choice influenced the

research and deve10pment programmes of all techno10gica1ly advanced

nations, which are now based main1y on the Sodium Coo1ed Fast Breeder Reactor.

2. Ear1y Studies

One of the first studies performed in the frame of the Kar1sruhe Fast

Breeder Project was concerned with he1i~coo1ed fast breeders /6,7/.
One of the main results, which were reported brief1y at the 1963 Argonne

Conference /8/, was that indeed high ratings of the order of 0.5 to

1 MWth/kg fissile material needed for fast breeders cou1d be attained.
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At the 1964 Geneva Conference Fortescue and coworkers from GGA published

the results of their studies of a GCFR of 450 MWe. The reactor was helium

cooled at 68 Atms and the oxide fuel was contained in stainless steel

clad pins with artificial roughness on the surface to improve the heat

transfer between pin and helium coolant /4/.

In October 1965 Dalle Donne published a comparison between helium, CO2
and superheated steam as coolants of a large fast reactor /9/. The main

conclusions of this study were that, although steam is a better heat

transfer medium, heli~and CO2-cooled reactors were better breeders

and, with sufficiently high gas pressures (~ 70 Atms) , reasonable perfor

mances could be obtained. Furthermore, while the coolant void coefficients

of He and CO2 were positive but always below one dollar for pressures

below 100 Atms, the void coefficients with steam cooling were positive

and considerably larger (between 5 and 9 dollars).

In 1967 Wirtz presented the conclusions of some preliminary studies on

gas cooled fast reactors at the 3rd FORATOM Congress in London /10/.

After twl!1ve years the main conclusions of the paper remain still valid,

namely: "The idea of extrapolating a high temperature helium cooled thermal

reactor to a high temperature helium cooled fast reactor seems appealing.

Many reactor components are practically unchanged, the core of course is

different, and the helium pressure is considerably higher, with all the

problems that go with it". "If one assumes, that, starting from a certain

date, the majority of reactors built will be fast, there is no reason to

think that only one type of fast reactor will be constructed, like there

is not only one type of thermal reactor being made now". "A gas breeder

seems to have a lot of potential and seems to be the best reactor in the

long run •••••••• Fuel costs appear to be comparable to those of sodium

breeders, and capital costs eVen lower than those of a steam breeder".

After this paper at the Foratom Congress the interest in gas cooled fast

reactors was raised again in Karlsruhe. New technical improvement were con

sidered, such as the feasibility of large prestressed concrete pressure

vessels for high pressures (100 Atms) , the use of partially roughened

fuel element surfaces, the development of new vanadium alloys with good

creep properties under fast flux irradiation at high temperatures and the

possibility of using gas turbine cycles /11/. Furthermore in 1967 various

studies were performed on gas breeders in Europe. The Belgian firm
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Belgonucleaire performed a study on a CO
2
-cooled fast reactor with CO

2
gas

turbine /12 t 13/. A study was performed in Sweden as wellt with helium as

coolant and steam turbines /14/. In the meantime t the Gulf group had con

tinued its studies on the gas breeder /15-26 t28/. Some of these were per

formed in collaboration with the Swiss Federal Institute of Reactor Research

/27/.

In 1967 the USAEC asked the Oak Ridge National Laboratory with the assistance

of the Argonne t Los Alamos t and Pacific Northwest Laboratories and of the

American firms Babcock + Wilcox t General Electric t Gulf General Atomic t and

Westinghouse to perform a study on the alternate (to sodium) coolants for

fast breeder reactors. The main results of these studies have been published

in 1968 and 1969 /29 t 30/. The main point of the conclusion was: "On the

basis of the design evaluated and the combined criteria of low power consts

and good breeding capabilitYt GCFR's have the highest potential of the

concepts considered. Steam-cooled reactors t on the other hand t suffer either

from higher power costs (85 and 180 Atms SCBR's) or low breeding ratio

(250 Atms SCBR)".

In 1968 two specialist teams were set up by the European Nuclear Energy

Agency to evaluate the merits of steam and gas as alternative coolants to

sodium for a fast breeder reactor. The results of these studies have been

published /31 t 32/. The ENEA Specialist Groupt which met in Winfrith to

assess gas cooling t examined the proposals of GCFR's, mainly those of the

GGA t Sweden t Karlsruhe t and Belgonucleaire groupst which have been men

tioned above t and in addition a gas-cooled fast reactor with coated par

ticle fuel proposed by the UKAEA, which had not yet been reported in the

literature up to that time and which was described in two papers later in

1968 /33 t 34/. It was not possible to reach an agreement in the conclusions

of the Working Team t which had to evaluate the two studies on gas and steam

in comparison with sodium as coolant of large fast power reactors. One body

of opinion held that the development of an alternative coolant was admissible

only as a back-up solution in the event of difficulties with the large-scale

application of sodium technology. An equally strong body of opinion held that

gas cooling had ample scope for sharing the future fast reactor market with

sodium and that there was merit in maintaining the principle of choice t which

has evolved in the present-day thermal reactor market. This latter conclusion

was confirmed by a subsequent Swedish study /45/. Nor further interest on

steam cooling was shown at that time by any country participating at that

study.
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In April 1969, the Steering Committee for Nuclear Energy of the Organisation

for Economic Co-operation and Development set up a Working Group on Gas-

Cooled Fast Reactors with the objective of exchanging information on current

activities in the field of GCFRs. The OECD European Nuclear Energy Agency

Working Group, whose membership was open to all countries interested or

potentially interested, met four times (May 1969, December 1969, November 1970),

and September 1971) with the participation of the following countries and organi

sations: Austria, Belgium, France, the Federal Republic of Germany, Italy,Japan,

the Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, the Uni ted Kingdom, the

United States of America, the commission of the European Communities, Foratom,

and (after December 1969) the Gas Breeder Reactor Association.

Seven of the above-mentioned count ries (Austria, Belgium, the Federal Republic

of Germany, the Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland, and the Uni ted Kingdom),

wishing to have more detailed exchanges of information between count ries active

ly engaged in GCFR development, decided in July 1969 to set up a more re

stricted group for such exchanges, outside the framework of ENEA. This group,

known as the "Zurich Club", composed of national nuclear research organisations,

sponsored specialist meetings on fuel, heat transfer, physics, design, and

safety.

The Winfrith study of the "Zurich-Club" meeting stimulated the interest and the

work in Europe on the GCFR, as it is shown by the many publications from

Germany /35,38,39,52,58,59,60,61,62,64,68,69,70,74,75,76,80/, Great Britain

/33,34/, Switzerland /36,41,42,44,48,51,67/, Sweden /45/, and Belgium /47/.

The work in Gerrnany was centered on the evaluation of various fuels of GCFR's,

on safety /35/ and on improvement of the neutron physics calculations with the

objective to obtain more information on reactivity coefficients (void, steam

inleakage, etc.) /39,70,75/. Originally the reference design was based on fuel

pins clad in an especially developed vanadium alloy (V,3Ti,1Si), which allowed

a maximum clad temperature of 8500 C and a helium temperature of 700
o

C. The

helium was flowing directly to gas turbines /52/. Design studies on the gas

turbine circuit connected with a GCFR showed that this concept is feasible

and the dimensions of the components reasonable (1000 MWe turbine: length 25 m,

maximum outer diameter: 5.5 m, recuperative heat exchanger: 6 units, length:

18 m outer diameter: 4.4 m) /68,74/. Lately, however, experimental investigations
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have showV that the oxide fuel would, at high temperatures and in presence

of temperature gradients in the fuel, oxidate the vanadium cladding unduly

/69,80/. Vanadium based cladding would therefore be compatible with oxide

fuel only in presence of a suitable oxygen getter in the fuel or, perhaps

with carbide fuel.

The work in Great Britain was based on a GCFR with ceramic coated particles

/33,34/. These coated particles have been originally developed for High

Temperature (thermal) Gas-cooled Reactors. For fast reactors the pyrolitic

graphite cannot be used as fuel cladding material due to lack of dimensional

stabiliby in presence of large fast fluences and high temperatures. Silicon

carbide was proposed in its place. Coated particles with pyrolitic sic outer

coating for GCFR application were developed and tested. The problems (pressure

distribution in the fuel element, mechanical stresses, central ceramic porous

tube) connected with the fuel element itself, were recognized, but not fully

tackled.

The Swiss Federal Institute for Reactor Research since 1968 was mainly

involved in the study of GCFR's with direct cycle helium turbine at rela

tively moderate gas temperatures (600oC), obtainable possibly with steel

clad pins /36,41,44,51/. In Sweden a rather detailed comparison study between

helium, steam, and sodium as coolants of a Fast Reactor was performed /45/,

while in Belgium the accent was on a GCFR with COZ cooling and direct cycle

gas turbine /47/.

3. The German Gas Breeder Memorandum

In August 1969 the German Federal Ministry for Education and Science re

quested the two nuclear centers at Karlsruhe and Jülich to prepare a study

on the feasibility and the economics of a GCFR. This study (the so-called

"Gas Breeder Memorandum") was carried out by the two centers with the colla

boration of the German nuclear industry, which included the following

companies: AEG, BBC, BBK, GHH, Krupp and Siemens. The Gas Breeder Memoran

dum has been published /58/. Summaries of it were presented at the Bonn

Reaktortagung of 1971 /59,60,61/. The study was performed by five working

groups (fuel elements, physical criteria, components, safety, economics).

Three concepts were chosen as representative of the main possible options:
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a) GCFR with steam turbine, oxide fuel in steel clad pins ("vented fuel"),

primary system integrated in prestressed concrete pressure vessel (this

concept is based on the GGA concept /18,26,46/)

b) GCFR with gas turbine, oxide fuel in vanadium pins ("strong c1ad") (this

concept is based on the Karlsruhe concept /52,68/).

c) GCFR with steam turbine, oxide fuel in coated particle form (this concept

is based on the UKAEA concept /33,34/).

These alternatives were calculated again 1n the context of the study based on

consistent assumptions and methods. The heat transfer correlations used were

the same, and so was the method to calculate the hot spots in the core.

In all the cases the fuel density was assumed to be 84% of theoretical and

the main discharge burn-up 75000 MWD/t. The ncclear calculations were per

formed with the then available cross section set of Karlsruhe, the so-called

MOXTOT set. The ma1n results of these calculations are listed in Table I

together with the data of an advanced sodium breeder and a steam-cooled

fast reactor, which had been calculated with similar assumptions.

The study came to the conclusion that the GCFR with steel clad vented fuel

pins was the type with the minimum amount of required further development

work, especially because the fuel element could be based on the current

work for the sodium breeder and the reactor components on the develöpment

of the High Temperature Thermal Reactor. On the other hand, the reactor

offered a performance comparable to that of a sodium-cooled reactor with

probably smaller electricity generating costs. The calculated electricity

generating costs of steam were also favourable, but the plutonium doubling

time appeared to be too high.

The conclusions of the German study were endorsed by the ENEA Working Group

on Gas-Cooled Fast Reactors at its November 1970 meeting.
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4. !he Gas Breeder Reactor Association

In December 1969, the European Association for the Gas-cooled Breeder
Reactor [in short gas ~reeder !eactor ~ssociation : GBRA] was established
by a group of European industrial companies.
The Association set up an engineering working team which was located at
its headquarters in Brussels.

During the first two years, alternative coo1ants [He and CO2] and fuel
element designs [pins and coated particles] were examined on the basis of
three different 1000 Mwe designs with steam turbine cycle and primary
circuit integrated in prestressed concrete pressure vessel :

- GBR 1 based on steel-clad mixed oxide vented fuel pins, cooled by
helium [81]

- GBR 2 based on silicon-carbide coated fuel particles, cooled by
helium [82J

- GBR 3 based on silicon-carbide coated fuel particles, cooled by
CO2 [82J

The three designs are summarized in [8~ and their main characteristics
are given in Table 11.

GBRA also performed comparative cost calculations ~4J, [8~, [8~, [8~, [8~,
[8~. The main conclusions of these were that a GCFR with fuel pins would
have the same capital costs as that of a Thermal High Temperature Reactor,
while the helium and CO2 reactors with coated particles would have 7 % and
9 % lower costs respectively. However, the fuel-cycle costs with coated
particles would be higher than with fuel pins due to the lower doubling time
and this would compensate almost completely the gains in capital cost.

Moreover, it later appeared that a coated particle and the corresponding
fuel assembly, designed for a high fast neutron fluence were very difficult
to develop and should be considered as long term proposals.

Since 1972 therefore, the GBRA effort.has been primarily devoted to the
study of a vented pin, helium cooled design : GBR 4 : a 1200 Mwe commercial
reference design aimed at assessing all quest ions related with design, per
formance, safety, economics, demonstration plant and R & D programme defi
nition.

In 1972, GBRA was invited by the NEA participating members to represent the
European industrial design activity and agreed to integrate its programme
with that of NEA.
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Since that time, GBRA has performed studies and genera ted reference docu
ments in the following fields :

- design [90J

performance ~91~' ~921
safety [92J, 94, 95]
economics[96, 97
R & D [98J,[99J

- case for the GBR rlool

The main characteristics of GBR4 are given in Tabelle 111. This reactor, more
over, can be adapted to various types of fuel strategies and its rating can
be improved if required as shown on Table IV. Fig.l and 2 show a vertical
section of. the GBR 4 Nuclear Stream Supply System and the GBR 4 Emergency
Cooling System respectively.

GBRA also performed a comparison of GBR 4 with a LMFBR calculated with con
sistent assumptions. The main results are that the LMFBR has a Pu doubling
time and a breeding gain of 18 years and 0.2 respectively, against 12 years
and 0.4 for GBR 4 [IOij.

The safety analyses performed by the GBRA were submitted to an ad-hoc group
of experts gathered by the Commission of the European Communities in order
to obtain on a Community level a first assessment of the GBR safety. The
group of safety experts did not identify any fundamental reason which would
prevent a Gas-cooled Breeder Reactor like GBR 4 achieving a satisfactory
safety status.

Since 1972, the GBRA signed with the Joint Research Centre of Euratom at
Ispra three contracts on key aspects of the GBR development

Ability of a PCV to contain a nuclear excursion
- Reliability of a PCV

Wear and friction between pins and support grids in a GBR assembly.

There have also been agreements for information exchange between GBRA and
General Atomic Company, San Diego, USA.

Reports on the Association's activities have regularly been presented

to the ENEA Worling Group on Gas-Cooled Fast Reactors and Co-ordinating

Group mn Gas-Cooled Fast Reactor Developaent.
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5. OECD/NEA Co-ordinating Group on Gas-Cooled Fast Reactor Development

(ENEA was transformed into NEA in April 1972)

At its September 1971 meeting, the ENEA Working Group on Gas-Cooled Fast Reactors

recommended to the OECD Steering Committee for Nuclear Energy to set up a Co

ordinating Group on Gas-Cooled Fast Reactor Development. Such a group was created

in October 1971, with initial membership of the governments of Austria, Belgium,

the Federal Republic of Germany, the Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland and the

United Kingd0m. The Co-ordinating Group has been joined at later dates by France,

Japan, the United States of America, and the Commission of the European Communi

ties. The Gas Breeder Reactor Association was invited to participate in the work

of the Co-ordinating Group.

The role of the Group is to facilitate co-ordinating of the work of the Member

countries and organisations in a collaborative programme, and to exchange infor

mation relevant to gas-cooled fast reactors. In order to achieve the first

objective, a Co-ordinator is appointed by the Group to advise on distribution

of work amongst participants so as to secure the most effective use of available

resources, while information exchange takes place mainly through specialist

meetings. This coherent programme covers the majority of the work required for

clearing up the quest ions related to feasibility of the fuel elements, plant

safety and design, and component development.

6. Activities in Austria

Austria, represented by Österreichische Studiengesellschaft für Atomenergie,

joined the OECD-NEA GCFR development program in the field of particle fuel

element technology and component development work, in particular the development

of a PCPV.

6.1 t~~ticle Fuel Element Technology-----------------------------
Fabrication studies of GCFR particles with alternative outer coating instead

of SiC.
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Out-of-pile study of the effect of an oxidizing coolant (C02 ) on cracked GCFR

particles.

Out-of-pile studies on the compatibi1ity of broken GCFR particles at high burn

up on adjacent SiC coated particles.

Experimental and theoretical study on the pressure build-up in GCFR particles.

Measurement of thermal expansion coefficient of SiC.

This work was discontinued by end of 1974.

6.2 Prestressed Concrete Pressure Vessel /102 - 108/------------------------------------------------

One of the main components of the GCFR is the prestressed concrete pressure vessel.

To increase the operational safety and economy of PCPVs the development of a PCPV

with hot liner and ajustable wall temperature was made to the central point of

the joint R & D-Project of the Austrian Industry and the Österreichischen Studien

gesellschaft för Atomenergie - "Prestressed Concrete Pressure Vessel - High Tem

perature Helium Test Rig". The development is based on extensive analysis of

possible failures and accidents of PCPVs with cold liner and shall offer

solution for following problems and requirements:

inspection of the liner

repair of the liner

location and limitation of leaks

sufficiently high number of allowable

operating cycles during life time

according to valid regulations.

This can be achieved by using a hot liner without inner insulation, and by limitation

of the stress in the liner during operation to elastic compression, by adapting the

adjustable wall temperature to the operating conditions of the liner, by the selec

tion of a suitable liner material and the development of corresponding concretes.

Leak detection and limitation can be achieved by a venting system just behind the

liner and a steel leak barrier between insulating and structural concrete.
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According to this concept a large scale prototype vessel was built at the

Research Center Seibersdorf.

The main values are:

overall diameter 3.6 m

internal diameter 1.5 m

overall height 12 ,'rn

pressure 100 bar

temperature 3000 C

The vessel has an upper steel lid which is constructed in the way of a

removable prestressed concrete cover and several axial and radial penetrations.

The testing of the vesssl has already been started.

To demonstrate the application of this concept to a PCPV of a GCFR a study is

carried out by Reaktorbau Forschungs- und Baugesellschaft and VÖRST-ALPINE 1n

collaboration with KWU.

7. Activities in Belgium

The irradiation of the German 12-rod vented pin bundle is performed in the

Belgian reactor BR2 1n Mol with the collaboration of the CEN at Mol. The

main responsibility of CEN were the nuclear calculations relative to the

irradiation experiment. See also 9.1.

8. Activities in France

Coated particles for GCFR application have been manufactured and tested in

Rapsodie. Models of coated particle fuel assemblies have been constructed.

Feasibility studies of single vented pin tests in Rapsodie and of full scale

fuel elements in the helium loop Carmen 11 have been performed.
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9. Activities in Germany

In 1971 the two German nuclear centers at Karlsruhe and Jülich agreed on

a joint research and development program based on the conclusions of the

Gas Breeder Memorandum. The limited funds availably are concentrated on

the reference design concept with helium cooling, steel clad vented pins,

oxide fuel and steam turbine cycle. The main activities within this

program are:

- A joint irradiation test of the Jülich Nuclear Center and the German firm

KWU, with the collaboration of the Karlsruhe Nuclear Center and of the

Belgian Nuclear Center at Mol, of a 12 vented pin bundle in the Belgian

reactor BR2.

- A joint study of the Karlsruhe Nuclear Center and KWU on the design and

safety asepcts of a 1000 MWe GCFR it steam turbine cycle, integrated

primary helium circuit and vented steel clad fuel pins.

Another major item is the heat transfer work in Karlsruhe. The Heat Transfer

Laboratory of the Institute of Neutron Physics and Reactor Engineering of

the Karlsruhe Nuclear Center is performing since 1963 research covering many

aspects of the heat transfer with gas cooling, especially heat transfer with

pins with artificially rough surfaces (see for istance references /109-118/).

As mentioned earlier in the paper, heat transfer is much more important for

a GCFR than for a LMFBR, because typically the temperature difference be

tween fuel pins surface and coolant is of the order of 100C for a LMFBR and

it can be up to 20 times as much as for a GCFR. This has as a consequence

that for a GCFR it is necessary to know the heat transfer coefficient with

considerable more precision, if one wants to avoid large uncertainties in

the fuel pin clad temperature prediction. Furthermore the thermal per

formance of the presently developed "two dimensional" roughness ribs is

only one fourth of the maximum theoretically obtainable, which shows that

the research work on rough surfaces can lead to further great improvements.

This could be achieved for istance by the use of "three dimensional"

roughness ribs, for two types of which very promising results have been

obtained /119/.

KWU has an information exchange agreement in the field of GCFR's with the

U.S. firm General Atomic Company. Similar tripartite agreements have been

recently signed between Karlsruhe, KWU and GA in the field of safety and

between Jülich, KWU and GA for the BR2 irradiation experiment.
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The obiective of this irradiation experiment in the BR2-reactor in Mol,

Belgium, is to provide information on in-pile behaviour of a fuel element

pin cluster, especially as far as two major points are concerned, which are

not investigated within the LMFBR program. Namely

a) the in-pile behaviour of the pin venting system

b) the in-pile behaviour of the rough and smooth pin surfaces and of the

spacer grids in a relatively dry helium atmosphere and in presence of
temperature and power variations.

FiS.3 shows the test fuel element and illustrates the functioning principle

of the venting system to a separate helium circuit and a fission gas plant.

Table V shows the main data of the test fuel element and of the helium

loop. More detailed information is given in reference 1120/.

Experiments on an electrically heated mockup fuel element have been success

fully performed in the High Pressure Helium Loop of the Karlsruhe Nuclear

Center /115/. These experiments have allowed together with the computer

code SAGAP~ /1151 the correct prediction of the bundle dimensions and of

temperature and pressure distributions in the in-pile experiment.

First irradiations in the BR2 reactor with a dummy fuel element (HELM1:

y-heating only) and with enriched uranium as fuel (HELM2) have been sucess

fully performed. The HELM3 irradiation experiment (U -enrichment 75 % and

93%,Pu/U = 15%) was started in April 1978. Because of the beryllium-matrix

replacement in the BR2 reactor the HELM3 experiment has been interrupted at

the end of 1978. A burn-up of 28000 MKd/t has been so far achieved. It

is hoped to continue this experiment in 1980.
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These studies have been reported more extensively in references /121/ to /123/.

Here only the main results will be reported.

Fig. 4 shows a vertical section through the Nuclear Steam Supply System of

the 1000 MWe GCFR reference design (GSB-1). The main data of this design

are shown in Table VI, those of the NSSS in Table VII. In Table VIII are

listed the safety related nuclear characteristics.

The transients experienced during depressurization accidents for various

depressurization time constants and containment back pressures are depicted

in Fig. 5 • For these studies it was assumed that the circulation speed of

the blowers had remained unchanged, that the scram occurs simultaneously

with the initiating event and that all loops are available for decay heat

removal.

The shortest depressurization time of 100 sec. of Fig.5 corresponds to the

breach of the largest penetration of pressure vessel, i.e. the failure of

the seal of the steam generator plug, and it is considered as the Design

Basis Accident.

since the fuel pins are pressure-equalized, it is assumed that a maximum

clad temperature of about 12000 C can be tolerated before limiting conditions

would occur. Associated with a hot spot temperature of 12000 C in the core

is a mixed mean reactor outlet temperature of about 10000 C which is tentatively

assumed as an acceptable upper once-in-a-lifetime-limit for the boiler

structure. Further calculations have shown that during the DBA depressurization

accident up to four of the eight main loops can be lost without reaching

these limit temperatures.

A detailed reliability analysis for the DBA /124/ lead to the conclusion that

the probability that the decay heat cooling system formed by the 8 main

coolant loops and the 4 auxiliary loops would not be capable of maintaining

the fuel can maximum temperature below 1200oC, is less than 10-4 per demand.

If we assume that the chance of breaking the seal.of a steam generator plug

of the GCFR is as small as that of a double ended rupture of a coolant
. • h WH . 1 -4 -1 •p1pe 1n t e P system, that 1S 0 a or less,then we obtaln a chance

of not meeting the emergency cooling requirements of less than 10-8 a- 1,

which is equivalent to that at present estimated for the PWH in Germany.
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In the frame of the GfK-KWU collaborative work the computer code PHAETON2

has been developed in Karlsruhe, which allows to calculate the transients

in a GCFR during normal or accidental operations, such as loss of pressure

and/or flow taking into account of natural convection in helium. Flow reversals

in the core in a originally down-flow eore have been calculated with PHAETON2

/125, 126/.

Although up to present time no realistie ehain of events has been detected

that would lead to aceidents beyond the DBA, some work is being carried

out in the FRG in the fiel of hypothetical accidents. This was mainly done

because similar analyses have been performed for the German LMFBR SNR 300.

To have an idea of the reactor response to large hypothetical reactivity

insertions, a calculation was performed of the energy release due to a reac

tivity ramp of 60 ~/sec. The energy release calculated with the Karlsrnhe

disassembly code KADIS was 22 000 MW sec /127/. The program ARES of Interatom

allowed the calculation of the stresses eaused by this energy release on the

concrete pressure vessel. The maximum calculated strain on the prestressing

tendons and on the liner was 0.3%, showing that the concrete pressure vessel

could withstand this release energy very well. Subsequent calculations, where

due aceount was taken of the effect of helium inside and outside the fuel

pins, lead to an energy release value of about 9000 MW sec for this highly

improbable aeeident.

In the frame of the hypothetical accident studies problems associated with

handling of gross core melting have been investigated. The analysis of the

temperature distribution in a slab of molten GCFR core and blanket material

shows that a relatively small fraction of the total deeay heat generated

can be removed aeross the lower surface of the melt. The remainaer of the

heat is radiated off its upper surfaee. As a result of this analysis it is

eoncluded that it would be very desiderable to protect the internals in the

reactor cavity. A mean to da that effectively is the use of an internal

core-catcher in the reactor cavity of the concrete pressure vessel, just

below the reactor core /128/. Recently a design proposal of a core-catcher

based on Borax, which appears to be feasible has been put forward /129/.
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Recently KWU, under the sponsorship of GfK Karlsruhe end KFA Jülich, has

embarked upon defining an alternate design concept for a commercial-size

GCFR that tries to eliminate the concerns with the previous design: The

new design concept (Fig. 6 and 7 ) emphasizes complete access to all reactor

internals even if this were to be associated with a cost penalty. The fully

access feature is considered almest mandatory if one wishes to minimize the

component development program and if one wishes to p~oceed as rapidly as

possible from a demonstration plant to one of commercial size. Key features

selected for the current studies are:

- Upflow core in satellite PCRV with bare liner

- Straight line refuelling through a rotating plug

- Complete access to the reactor cavity after unloading of the core and

underwater-removal of all internals

- Elevated steam generators to permit effective natural circulation

- Electric blower drive

Independent heat sink incorporated into main loops

- High moisture content in primary coolant tolerable.

10. Activities in Japan

The GCFR works have been continued at Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

since 1973 when Japan joined the OECD-NEA GCFR development programme.

(1) Materials

The primary emphasis of the activity has been placed on the evaluation of

performance reliability of structural metals, Ni-based alloy, exposed to

reactor service conditions for prolonged time. The studies include:

- Compatibility of materials with helium environment,

- Creep, fatigue and their interactions in reactor enviroment,

- Study of post-irradiation mechanical properties under the influences of

neutron, heat and stress.

(2) Coated particle fuel

In order to find an appropriate fabrication process of ZrC coated fuel particles,

the chloride process, the iodide process and the bromide process have been

investigated by using alumina microspheres, and the bromide process was

chosen as the standard fabrication process.
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(3) Thermohydraulics

The prevention techniques of He-laminarisation and transition at low

Reynolds number have been studied by means of thermal augmentation tech

niques. Enhanced heat transfer by roughened cladding surface at low

Reynolds number has been demonstrated by parallel channel with wire

promoter. A flow visualisation technique using streak line method has

been developed to analyse the flow pattern around promotors at low

Reynolds number.

(4) Core performance and fuel cycle

Applicability of thorium-cycle to GCFR has been investigated, comparing

with uranium-cycle. The study indicated that use of U-233 in the core

was not preferable, because of very low breeding gain and very large

positive steam entry reactivity effect. A computer code has been developed

to calculate composition, radioactivity, decay heat and y-ray spectrum

of a large number of nuclides in fast reactor fuel cycle. Neutron stream

ing effect on GCFR core performances has been investigated using the

experimental results on Na-voided cores of LMFBR installed in FCA at

JAERI.

11. Activities ln Sweden

The national research center, Studsvik Energiteknik AB and ASEA-ATOM

represent Swedish organisations that have been active in the development

of the GCFR. This interest dates back to 1964-69 when alternative fast

breeders were assessed by Studsvik in collaboration with the industry,

mainly ASEA, see reference /130/. Following the termination of the R&D

on the steam-cooled fast breeders based on the domestic water reactor

technology, somewhat more emphasis was devoted to the potentially promising

GCFR thrOUgh
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- the participation of Studsvik in the activities that resulted in the

establishment of the OECD-NEA-GCFR Development Coordination in which

Sweden has continued to take part;

- the participation of ASEA-ATOM since 1969 in design studies of the European

Gas Breeder Reactor Association (GBRA).

The rather modest GCFR effort which initially varied between 5 and 10

manyears per year has since 1975 been reduced to one manyear/year due to

lack of funding.

The following activities related to GCFR have been carried out:

- Pin development: creep, swelling and ductility studies of irradiated

stainless steel and creep studies of OU2 • 3-pin NaK-capsule irradiation

in athermal reactor.

- Prestressed concrete reactor pressure vessel development: a large model

of PCRV for a design pressure of 85 bar has been constructed and failure

tests of lids and of bottom slabs as weIl as liner venting system tests

have been per~ormed.

A list of Swedish reports used as contributions to the NEA-GCFR program is

given in the References /130 - 171/.

Currently one of the tasks of Studsvik Energiteknik AB within the govern

ment financed Swedish Energy R & D program is to follow the international

development of advanced reactor systems in order to provide the necessary

background for national energy policy decisions. In addition a minor R & D

effort on FBR safety is jointly financed by the government, utilities and

ASEA-ATOM.
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Should a viable GCFR-programme be established based on the NEA-GCFR coor

dination initiative, then most certainlY ASEA-ATOM and other Swedish

companies with activities in the nuclear field would be interested in

participation.

12. Activities in Switzerland

The Swiss GCFR activities are concentrated at the Swiss Federal Institute

for Reactor Research at Würenlingen. The main items of this programme are

listed below /172/.

These studies include:

- Rough surface thermal-hydraulics: these refer to measurements in single

rough pins contained in a smooth annulus and to the development of trans

formation methods for the application of the obtained experimental re

sults to bundle geometries.

Investigation of spacer influence: on rod surface temperature and on pressure

drop

Computer code development: the CLUHET and SCRIMP codes for the heat transfer

analysis of rod bundles are under development. The code SCRIMP is available

/173/.

AGATHE-HEX code verification experiment: an electrically heated bundle of

37 rough rods has been tested in high pressure CO2•
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The zero energy reactor PROTEUS was used during the period April 1972

to April 1979 for a wide range of studies on the neutron physics of

plutoniu~fuelled GCFR lattices. This work involved the measurement

·of integral neutron reaction rates. differential neutron spectra and

the reactivity worths of a variety of lattice components. Its aim

was to check the performance of nuclear da ta sets and calculation

method used in the design of fast breeder reactors.

The experimental programme included:

I) Measurements in a typical GCFR benchmark lattice.

2) Investigation of the effects of specific power reactor features. e.g.

measurement of reaction rate distributions in the vicinity of a B4C

control rod.

3) Investigation of the reactivity changes produced by the accidental

entry of steam into a GCFR lattice.

4) Construction of aseries of lattices with unit K-infinity to check

the capture cross-sections of reactor structural materials by means

of null reactivity measurements.

5) Measurement of reaction rates and reactivity worths in an axial U0 2
blanket of the fast reactor lattice.

6) Measurement of neutron spectrum and threshold reaction rates at various

depths in iron and steel shields placed adjacent to the fast lattice

American ENDF/B-4 data set or the British FGL5 set.

7) Investigations concerned with proliferation-resistant nuclear fuel

cycles. These involved measurements made in aseries of thoriu~bearing

cores which included uniform lattices and also configurations with

central zones on axial blankets of thorium oxide or thorium metal.

The results of these various measurements were generally used to check

the validity of calculations based on the American EBDF/B-4 data set

and the British FGL5 set.
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Theoretical studies in the core physics area at EIR concern

- the steam entry reactivity effect,

- the flooding of the core for emergency cooling and fuel changing,

- the recycling of actinides, particularly Np-237,

- the performance of alternate fuel cycles.

A thorough analysis of the steam entry reactivity effectof the General

Atomic 300 MWe prototype showed that the effect is very sensitive not

only to the basic nuclear data (i.e. to data uncertainties) but also to

the geometry of the core, the fissile enrichment of the zones, the

control absorbers and the burnup. For steam densities in the coolant

channels up to 0.03 g/cm3 the overall effect was calculated to be

negative. A regional break-down indicates that core zones without control

absorbers can give positive contributions. A considerable fraction of the

total effect can be attributed to the negative influence of the blankets.

The flooding of the core for emergency cooling and fuel changing has been

studied for a simplified model of a GCFR. To compensate the excess

reactivity relatively high absorber concentrations are necessary. The

required amount of poisoning is such that the neutron balance in the dry

lattice (and therehy the breeding ratio) would be affected noticeably.

It is therefore preferable to poison the H20 coolant rather than the

fuel. Considering the performance, the availability and the price,

samarium was found to be the most favourable absorber to use. More

detailed calculations are planned.

Various studies are concerned with the aspects of recycling Np-237 in

fast reactors. A concept resulting from this work includes a GCFR which

operates as a "Np-237 burner" and a "Pu-238 breeder". Pu-238 (produced

by Np-237 capture) has a possible application in Pu-238 "spiked" fuel

elements, which are thought to be more proliferation resistant than

ordinary plutonium fuel elements. The study showed that the Np-237 burner

Pu-238 breeder has favourable steam entry and burnup characteristics.

Work on this modified fuel cycle in the GCFR is being continued.
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Further work on special aspects of alternate fuel cycles in the GCFR is

in progress. Continuous efforts are being made to validate cross section

data and reactor codes with the help of benchmark 'calculations and

comparisons with experiments.

12.4 The Development of Mixed Carbide Fuel

Although not specific to the GCFR the Swiss Federal Institute for Reactor

Research, since 1967, has carried out a vigorous programme of development

on a mixed carbide fuel which can provide information of relevance to

GCFR fuel development. The fuel is produced by a wet-chemical (gelation)

technique developed partly at EIR and vibrofilled into fuel pins to give

a smeared fuel density of approaching 80 % theoretical. Aspects of the

work common to all fuel studies and of use to the GCFR are: the fabrication

and handling of Pu containing fuels, development of advanced methods of

fuel fabrication using particle concepts, access to and use of irradiation

facilities and examination of irradiated fuels and fuel pins, and the

development of a sphere-pac fuel performance code. Some preliminary studies

have also been made of the use of carbides in the GCFR when it was shown

that the full potential of this fuel would be realized only with an advanced

high temperature clad material. With such cladding significant improvements

of breeding performance are possible.

Production of fuel which is based on an oxide process with the addition of

carbon is still on a laboratory scale but studies have commenaed on the

conceptual design study of a pilot fabrication plant. Irradiation tests have

been successfully carried out up to 950 w/cm and 6500 clad with stoichio

metric fuel and burn-ups of~7% fima reached with no sign of failure. It is

hoped in the future to extend these tests to bundle experiments in realis

tic fast reactor conditions as weIl as continuing detailed parameter studies.
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13. Activities in the United Kingdom

In the years immediate1y fo110wing the NEA Study of 1968, the UK interest

in GCFRs was in a system which cou1d profit from the deve10ping HTR

techno10gy on fue1 as we11 as engineering components. A1though a stea~

raising reactor was taken to be the first objective, there c1ear1y was

interest also in the possibilities of higher temperature operation. It

was further recognized that CO2 was a possib1e alternative coolant, and

this was included in the work.

Clear1y a major part of the work had to be concerned with fuel development,

and specimen particles were produced which were irradiated. The first

series of tests was carried out in the R2 reactor at Studsvik with the

cooperation of AB Atomenergi and tested the burnup capabilities of the

particles. The last series was carried out in RAPSOOIE by col1aboration

with CEA, thus aiming to give some information on damage flux effects,

but was 1imited in scope due to partic1e failures and also to the reducing

interest in the partic1e version of the GCFR. Neutron damage effects in

a GCFR ru1e out outer graphite coatings and require re1iance to be

p1aced on the silicon carbide particle coating retaining its properties.

Tests on silicon carbide she11s in OFR had given encouraging resu1ts,

but this 1ine of attack was not fo110wed beyond the initial programme.

In parallel with this development work on particles, compatibi1ity studies

were undertaken examining interaction effects between coo1ant and partic1e

coatings, and between coatings and structural materials, using some

cases the technique deve10ped at Harwe1l of simu1ating neutron demage

by use of fission fragments to enhance the demage rate, as we11 as tests

being made in a VEC.

The consideration of incorporation of partic1es into fuel assemblies 1ed

to study of heat transfer in partic1e beds and stabi1ity of flow,

particu1arly at low flow conditions, to engineering design and fabrica

tion tests of a feasibi1ity nature in col1aboration with CEA, and also

to a range of safety and circuit activity investigations. It was in the

course of this work that the problems of developing a satisfactory fue1

assemb1y arrangement emerged more clear1y, and at the end of 1975, when

it was also becoming apparent that work in the HTR fie1d was slowing down,

the decision was taken to discontinue the examination of the partic1e

version.
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Since that time UK studies have looked at the pin-fuelled GCFR. During

the whole of the joint programme, of course, there have been interchanges

on heat transfer and fluid flow aspects of pin bundles, the UK contri

bution developing from the programme of work on AGRs. This has been a

very active R&D area which, it is believed, has been of considerable

mutual benefit. In the materials field, general werk on coolant compati

bility with both cladding and circuit materials has continued which has

helped to define the desirable levels of H2/H20 combinations, taking

account also of the need to ensure no serious rapid coolant/fuel reactions

in the event of a leaky fuel pin developing. More recently results have

become available from aseries of compatibility and tribological tests

carried out under contract in industry covering a range of materials

at various temperature and pressure conditions.

A significant part of the work has been on engineering design studies of

the pin concept during the last four years. An examination was made of

the behaviour during transients of the pin pressure-balancing system to

see if there were adverse conditions which could develop causing releases

into the main coolant circuit. In addition, the effects of local core

blockages were studied, from which it appeared that within a fuel cluster,

if a local blockage could form, it could lead to excessively high

temperatures. However, it did seem possible that suitable designs of

fuel assembly "wrapper" might be evolved which would prevent inter

assembly propagation. As an alternative to the vented-pin system, the

capabilities of sealed pins were examined, as it was thought that pins

of this type might not only be of interest in themselves, but might be

needed to form the "driver" fuel section of a first experimental reactor.

This investigation, though showing that sealed pins rnay be feasible,

brought out their performance penalties and other limitations.

Core catchers have been the subject of another investigation. In the

initial stages a study was made of alternative principles with the objective

of defining the performance requirements. Subsequent work has shown that

it appears feasible to meet the technical specification which emerged from

this initial study with certain types of core catcher design.

The results of the UK programme in these various fields have all been

reported to the appropriate Specialists' Meetings.
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14. Activities in the Dnited States

The American firm General Atomic Company has performed further studies on

the GCFR, based on the original suggestion of Fortescue and coworkers.

The work was centered on the detail design of two GCFR prototypes of

300 and 750 MWe respectively /174,175/' Subsequently it was decided to

choose the 300 MWe design as a reference design (see Fig:S). This re

ference design is characterized by:

_ a primary helium circuit completely contained inside a concrete pressure

vessel

- a hanging core with flow downward through the core

_ main heat exchangers and blowers, and auxiliary systems contained 1n pods

in the concrete separated from the main reactor cavity

- steam drive circulators

vented fuel pins.

Extensive safety investigations and discussion with regulatory authorities

in the D.S. have been performed on a slightly different previous design of

a 300 MWe prototype /176/. These discussions have indicated that there are

no principal difficulties regarding the safety of the GCFR prototype and

also the areas where further investigations are required. In January 1976

an accident probability analysis and design evaluation of the GCFR 300 MWe

prototype was performed at the Massachussetts Institute of Technology,

which came to same conclusions /177/. General Atomic has recently decided

after ~ustive discussions with KWU to change their design. The new

design is characterized by upflow through the core, electrically driven

main circulators and control rod"penetrations in a concrete plug above

the core (see Fig.9).
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GCFR UTILITY PROGRAM
MEMBERS · 1978

INVESTOR·OWNED UTILITIES
Arizona Public Service
Baltimore Gas & Electric
Central Illinois Light
Cincinnati Gas & Electric
Green Mountain Power
Gulf States Utilities
Illinois Power
Northeast Utilities

The Connecticut Light & Power Co.
The Hartford Electric Light Co.
Western Massachusetts Electric Co.
Holyoke Water Power Co.

Public Service of Colorado
Public Service of Oklahoma
Puget Sound Power & Light
San Diego Gas & Electric
Sierra Pacific Power
Southwestern Public Service
Union Electric
Utah Power & Light
Washington Water Power
Philadelphia Electric
Empire State Electric Energy Research (7)

Central Hudson Gas & Electric Corp.
Consolidated Edison Co. of N.Y., Inc.
Long Island Lighting Company
New York State Electric & Gas Corp.
NiagaraMohawk Power Corp.
Orange and Rockland Utilities, Inc.
Rochester Gas and Electric Corp.

East Central Nuclear Group (ECNG) (14)
American Electric Power

Appalachian Power Company
Indiana and Michigan Electric Co.
Ohio Power Company

Allegheny Power System
Monogahela Power Company
Potomac Edison Company
West Penn Power Company

Ohio Edison Company
Pennsylvania Power Company

Columbus & Southern Ohio Electric Co.
Southern Indiana Gas & Electric Co.
Cleveland Electric Illurninating Co.
Louisville Gas & Electric Company

OVERSEAS UTILITIES
Denmark: Eisam
Finland: Imatran Voima
Sweden: AB Kaernkraft, AKK

South Swedish Power
Skandinaviska Elverk Voxnan Power
Krangede Power
Stora Kopparberg Bergvik·Ala
Stockholm Energy "Svarthalsforsen" Lanforsen
Balforsen Power
Gullspang Power
Uddeholm
Bergslagen United Utilities

MUNICIPAL SYSTEMS
Tacoma Public Utilities
Seattle Lighting

FEDERAL, STATE & DISTRICT SYSTEMS
Guadalupe-Blanco River Authority
PUD No. 1 of Clark County
PUD No. 1 of Franklin County

RURAL ELECTRIC COOPERATIVES
Bailey County
Bandera
Cherokee County
Lamar County
Lighthouse
Lynthegar
Medina
Surprise Valley
Tri·County Electric
Umatilla
South Texas Electric

Jackson
Karnes
Nueces
San Patricio
Victoria County
Wharton County
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14.2 The Helium Breeder Associates-----------------------------
In June 1976, the GCFR Utility Group, which represented about 35% of the

US electrical generating capacity, proposed to ERDA (now DOE) a Program

Definition and Licensing Phase (PDLP) program for support. The scope of

work to be performed under the PDLP is given in Table IX. In November 1976,

the Utility Group organized Helium Breeder Associates (HBA) to manage the

PDLP activities (see attached list of HBA membership). In October 1977,

under ERDA Contract, HBA produced a Gas-Cooled Fast Breeder Reactor

Commercialization Study /178/ whose main conclusions are reported down

below •

"The following conclusions and recommendations are made by HBA based On

the results of the GCFR commercialization study:

1. Based upon current nuclear plant capacity projections and cost in

formation, LWRs will dominate the nuclear plant additions for the

remainder of this century, and the GCFR could capture the breeder

market during the first two decades of the twenty-first cent~y.

2. External conditions necessary for successful commercialization of the

GCFR include (a) a clearly stated national breeder policy which re

cognizes the role of the breeder in ensuring a viable and long-term

nuclear power option; (b) an expeditious licensing process; (c) a

commitment to provide the required of an industrial infrastructure

capable of supporting commercial deployment.

3. Participants in the GCFR management organization should include U.S.

and foreign electric utility companies as weIl as other organizations

in the nuclear industry. National laboratories, vendors, and engineering

firms would provide their services as subcontractors to the management

.organization. The role of the government would be to fund the majority
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of the initial phase of the program by multiyear contracts between ERDA

and the management organization of end-users and to participate in pro

gram definition and monitoring.

4. Three commercialization strategies have been developed to provide a

commercial GCFR breeder option. The sequence of plant construction

for each strategy is as folIows:

Strategy I: Demonstration + Prototype + Commercial

Strategy II: Experimental + Prototype + Commercial

Strategy III:Prototype + Cornmercial

Helium Breeder Associates currently favors Strategy I.

If the GCFR is not successfully commercialized, the U.S. utility industry

will not have the option of purchasing a technologically different breeder.

The GCFR option increases the likelihood that commercial breeders will be

available in the V.S.

5. The GCFR provides a viable breeder option which is technically different

from the LMFBR. Because breeders are essential for ensuring long-term

nuclear power, the V.S. must develop more than one breeder concept and

can afford reasonable programs to do so. It is therefore recornmended

that development work on the GCFR be concentrated on efforts which would

lead to commercial plants.

6. In general, proposed component development programs in support of the

300 MWe(e) demonstration plant are adequate. However, it is recommended

that a greater effort be expended in the areas of planning, scheduling,

and systems integration for the demonstration plant.

7. A major technical impact on the GCFR program is not expected if the

Clinch River breeder reactor (CRBR) program is cancelled, provided

the fast flux test facility (FFTF) continues and the reference fuel

cycle does not change. The need for a helium loop in the FFTF for

possible additional testing of GCFR fuel should be reviewed.

8. A successful GCFR program must clearly reflect the needs of the end

user'and have private sector leadership. Long-range working relation

ships and weIl defined objectives, program, and priorities must be

clearly understood and accepted by all participants. It is recommended
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that an organization representing the interests of the end-user

manage the entire GCFR program.

9. To ensure program control and flexibility, the program should be funded

in multiyear phases. Each phase should have weIl defined objectives and

milestones and be structured so that the participants are committed -for

the duration of each phase. Thus, the program could be stopped or re

directed at the end of each phase without incurring outstanding commit

ments or risks.

10. To the greatest extent possible, weIl defined and binding contracts

should be drawn up between all participants, including the user manage

ment organization, ERDA, the national laboratories, the equipment, and

the foreign participants.

11. Operation of the first commercial plant could occur as early as 2010

if there are two preceding plants (Strategies I or 11 in item 4) or as

earlyas 2000 if there is one preceding plant (Strategy 111). As part

of Phase I, it is recommended that the strategy selection be reevaluated

based on data generated during this phase and the then current status

of external factors such as the national energy pOlicy.

12. The national nonproliferation policy requires clarification before its

total effect on GCFR commercialization can be assessed.

It is concluded by HBA that development of a GCFR option is mandatory for a

viable breeder program in the U.S. and that this can be accomplished by an

d '" d I'en -user management organ1zat10n uS1ng a phase program.

The Department of Energy of the U.S. Government (formerly AEC and ERDA) has

increased in the last few years the yearly budget for the GCFR. One of the

main reasons for this increase in interest in the GCFR is the Gas Cooled

Reactor Assessment prepared for ERDA by Athur D. Little Jnc, with the

Assistance of United Engineers and Constructors Inc., and S.M. Stoller

Cooporation/179/. In the conclusions of this study,which are reported below,

on the various different gas-cooled reactors,the most favored line was the

GeFR.
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IIGCrn

The Gas-Cooled Fast Reactor is a breeder reactor currently under development

at General Atomic. The present development approach is to marry the helium

gas cooling technology developed over the last twenty years as presently

exemplified in the Fort St. Vrain reactor and the fast reactor fuel techno

logy from the liquid metal cooled Clinch River Reactor. In addition to ERDA

support, this program is presently enjoying the support of a large number

of utility companies with the Southwest Public Service Company looking to

wards operation in 1988 of a demonstration plant on their system in West Texas.

The changes that result from sUbstituting gas-cooling for liquid metal cooling

promise to improve neutron economy to the point where the technical per

formance, as reflected in fuel cycle, operating and maintenance costs, and

doubling time (a critical consideration) are all reduced. Simultaneously,

the removal of the requirement for an intermediate heat exchanger which also

results from a substitution of gas-cooling for liquid metal cooling provides

potential for capital cost reduction.

Uncertainties in the development program for the reactor include quest ions

relating to requirement for a special fuel test facility and" the reliability

of the shut-down cooling system. Both of these. will have to be addressed in

detail and resolved in the development program.

It is anticipated that the LMFBR program will fulfill our requirement for an

effective breeder reactor. However, since the satisfaction of this require

ment is critical to future national energy supplies, a strong case can be

made for measures to insure timely success of the national breeder reactor

program. For this reason the gas-cooled fast reactor progrern should be an

integral part of the overall national breeder program as a backup to the

LMFBR. GCrn technology should be developed to provide timely access to an

effective breeder if the LMFBR program should falter.

Technical assessment indicates that this reactor could not be available for

commercialization until the 1990's with a lead plant in place not much before

the end of thc century. Economic assessment indicates that it would produce

power least expensive of all the alternatives considered, although this assess

ment involves the uncertainities inevitable to the very early development status

of the GCFR.
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Findings and Recommendations

As a result of the technical and economic assessment of the four gas-cooled

reactors carried out under this study, we present the following findings:

1. Gas-coo1ed reactor techno10gy provides the potential

to rea1ize economic, conservation, safety and environmental benefits

relative to alternative nuc1ear and coa1 fue1ed e1ectric power p1ants

by about 1987 and in the more distant future. Therefore, it is important

that the research, deve10pment and demonstration of these concepts be

pursued. Those concepts which demonstrate high economic and technica1

promise will then be in a position to be commercia1ized if the necessary

qua1ified industria1 base for commercia1ization exists at that time.

2. If gas-coo1ed reactor deve10pment is to continue in the

United States, ERDA must formu1ate anational gas-coo1ed reactor program

and take leadership in funding the program and directing its execution by

industry and government. fhe leadership ro1e has unti1 now been divided

among private industry, the federa1 government, and e1ectric uti1ities,

with the private sector assuming re1ative1y more responsibi1ity and cost

than was true for comparable stages of deve10pment of light water tech

no1ogy. We see no mechanism by which it will be feasib1e for the

private sector to continue to p1ay this ro1e; the principa1 problem is

that it is difficu1t, if not impossible, to channe1 a sufficient stream

of the expected benefits ·of a successfu1 program to compensate private

investors on a time1y basis for the 1arge out1ays and considerable risks

which the program entai1s over a 10ng time horizon.

The U. S. program shou1d be p1anned and coordinated

with those of other nations, such as West Germany, France. Japan and

the United Kingdom to bring about information exchange, avoid unnecessary

dup1ication and minimize the total cost of gas-coo1ed reactor deve1op

ment and commercialization. e10se cooperation with West Germany wou1d

be particu1ar1y beneficia1 since its gas-coo1ed reactor program has

c10sely para11e1ed the U. S. program.

Such a program would have to be flexible in that its

magnitude and scope wou1d be importantly influenced by the fo11owing:

a. The size and scope of foreign gas-coo1ed

reactor deve10pment programs.
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b. The degree of investment by U.S. industry.

c. The price and availability of uranium and

their effect on resource conservation

policies.

d. The effectiveness of the LMFBR as a breeder.

3. From the viewpoint of national requirements, the highest

priority in the gas-cooled reactor program should be assigned to the GCFR.

The single greatest promise of the fission process in

terms of satisfying our long-term needs is to make large quantities

of energy available fram normally nonfissionable U-238 and thorium

through the use of breeder reactors. The importance of the development

and successful commercialization of a technically and economically
effective breeder reactor is an overriding national consideration.

The GCFR, presently in an early state of development, is perceived as

having potential for both superior technical and economic performance

to the LMFBR which is in a more advanced state of development. It is

therefore concluded that GCFR development should be pursued initially

as a backup to the LMFBR program with the possibility of its becoming
11

our primary approach to an effective breeder if the LMFBR program falters.

Following this study the U.S. Department of Energyhas then adopted the

Project Definition and Licensing Phase proposed by General Atomic with a

year delay and is considering a large research and development program

which follows the suggestion of the Helium Breeder Associates to start

with a demonstration plant of 300 MWe and then go to a prototype of about

1000 MWe and later to the commercialisation plant. The main items of the

DOE program are il1mstrated in Tables IX to XIX.

14.4 ~~f!Y!f!~!_!f_fh~_g~2~_~!!!2~!!_f~~!!!!

In 1978 the US Department of Energy accepted a stretched out version of the

PDLP as the basis for the FY 1979 and FY 1980 budgets. DOE has contracted

with HBA for technical management of the GCFR industrial contractors and

coordination of the National Laboratories GCFR activities and for integration

of these efforts with the private sector funded work into one program. The

main items of the DOE program are illustrated in Tables X through XIX.
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The following activities for the GCFR have been started at the V.S. National

Centers:

Argonne National Laboratory (ANL):

- fuel and materials development /180/

- safety analysis especially of core disruptive accidents /181/

- Zero Power Reactor criticalexperiments and their evaluation /182/-

- Post-Accident Fuel Containment studies

- Direct Electrical Heating (DEH) safety tests ranging from single pin to

few-rod clusters, from ambient pressure to GCFR design pressures /183/.

Oak Ridge National Laboratory:

- concrete pressure vessel and closure investigations, inclusive of experimental

model tests /184/

irradiation ofcapsules containing fuel pins /185/

- fabrication of the Core Flow Test Facility (CFTL): this high pressure helium

loop will allow the testing of large bundles (up to 91 rods) of electrically

heated rods, both in steady state and during fast transients /184/

- shielding studies especially for the core supporting grid and for the

liner of the concrete pressure vessel /184/.

Los Alamos National Laboratory:

- Direct Electrical Heating (DEH) safety tests ranging from few-rod clusters

to the simulation of interactions among a few adjacent full-size fuel

elements, to investigate the behaviour of melted clad and grid material be

tween fuel elements and the time and mode of fuel element dropout from the

the core region following melt-through of the fuel element duct /183/.

Idaho National Laboratory:

- Gas Reactor In-Pile Safety Test (GRIST) loop: GRIST-2 is a transient

overpower test loop intended to determine fuel behaviour under high

power tranaient conditions. It is being designed to test fuel assembliesä

up to 37-rods starting at design power conditions. The TREAT reactor

was selected as the driver core. At present, the reactor is being

modified (TREAT Upgrade) to provide greater transient power capability

for both the LMFBR and GRIST programs •
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i f h cl.'rculator test facility for testing the mainConceptual des gn 0 t e
and auxiliary helium circulators under full power operating conditions.

Pacific Northwest Laboratory
_ Creep rupture testing of GCFR cladding in a flowing helium loop con-

taining controlled amounts of impurities

Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory

_ Mechanical properties of irradiated GCFR structural and shielding

materials.

II, FACILITIES. INDUSTRIES

1, Austria

1, 1 Facilities

The main faeili ty .,hieh eould be useful for the development of the GCFR is

a model of a PCPV with a hot liner, This is being eonstrueted jointly by the

Österreiehisehe ~tud~engesellsehaft für Atomenergie (eontaet Dipl,-Ing. Walter

Binner) and the Reaktorbau Forsehungs- und Baugesellsehaft (eontaet Dipl.-Ing.

J. Nemet).

'Ehe ma1.n valueso.f the PCPV are:

'pressure

temperature of the liner

overall diameter

internal diameter

overall height

internal height

100 bar

3000 C

3.6 m

1.5 m

12 m

10 m

SUbsequent to the main vessel tests, a High Temperature Helium Test Rig will

be ereeted inside the vessel for testing of materials, material eombinations and

struetural assemblies under eonditions up to 100 bar and 1000oC.
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1.2 Industries

By the Reaktorbau Forschungs- und Baugesellschaft experience is available

for the design of concrete pressure vessels for high pressure and with a hot liner.

In addition considerable experience has been accumulated by the Austrian

Industries as supplier of Nuclear Power Plant Components.

Maschinenfabrik Andritz:

Pumps, mechanical components

Simmering-Graz-Pauker AG:

Heat exchangers, steam generators, structural steel

Vereinigte Edelstahlwerke:

Heat exchangers, stainless steel parts, purification plants, tanks

VÖEST-ALPINE:

Heat exchangers, pressure vessels, structural steel work, mechanical

components, prestressing steel

Waagner-Biro AG:

Heat exchangers, structural steel work, mechanical components,

steam generators

FeIten & Guilleaume:

prestressing steel

2. Belgium

2.1 Facilities----------
The Belgian National Nuclear Research Center (C.E.N./S.C.K. - B 2400 

MOL - BELGIUM; contact J. PLANQUART) presents the following possibilities:

- Research and development departments such as the Reactor Physics Studies,

Metallurgy, Chemistry, Safety.

- High flux material testing reactor BR2 and its facilities such as hot

cells and the zero power facility.

- Technology and Energy department with a specialised group for conception,

manufacturing and exploitation of large loops and instrumented capsules

and rigs.

The main experimental facilities in operation at the CEN/SCK are:

- The in-pile helium loop "GSB" for irradiation of a 12 rod vented fuel

element (see also German programme):
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fuel element power 285 kW

fuel element gas inlet temperature 250 °c
fuel element gas outlet temperature 500 °c
maximal rod surface temperature 680 °c
main gas flow rate 0,225 kg.s- I

loop pressure 60 bar

average linear heating rate in the maximum of the neutron flux: 450 W'cm- I

The out-of-pile helium loop "Hel" for material and component testing in

controlled environmental conditions of temperature, pressure and impurity

levels :

Main helium flow: up to 2,7 g.s-I

Pressure:

- compressor outlet and test section: up to 68 bar

- compressor inlet and purification system: up to 18 bar.

Maximum obtainable test section temperature: 1100 °c
Test section maximum diameter: 200 mm

Maximum purification flow: 0,65 g's-I

Detectable impurities: 02,N2,CO,C02,H2,CH4,Ne,Kr,Xe,H20

Controllable impurity levels: from I to 1000 Vpm of 02,H2,H20,CO,C02

Minimum detection threshold in either impurity: 0,1 Vpm.

The main features of the oven are:

- useful diameter of the test cavity: 200 mm

- heated length of the test cavity: 2000 mm

2.2 Industries----------
a) DESIGN AND STUDY OFFICES

- BELGONUCLEAIRE - BRUSSELS
(Contact J. CHERMANNE)

Experience in the field of fast and thermal reactors, and in the field

of fuel cycle, especially plutonium fuel.

Different codes are available which can be used for calculations relative

to the development of the GCFR.
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COMETHE: prediction of fuel element lifetime performance

RUST and TRUMOC: statistical and probabilistic hot spot analysis

CRASH: clad stress and distorsion analysis

BEAM: pin bowing calculations

SMAC: probabilistic assessment of fuel pin reliability

NADIA 1 steady state thermohydraulic calculations
FIESTA

DIFLAC: overall core hydraulic balance

STRAW: structural analysis for wrapper

SWAMB: dynamic performance code giving thermomechanical equilibrium of

a bundle with wire-wrap spacer.

- GBRA - BRUSSELS

(Contact J. CHERMANNE)

See corresponding chapter.

- BELGATOME - BRUSSELS

(Contact GAUBE)

Study office from the Utilities and the Industry.

b} FOOL INDUSTRY

BELGONUCLEAlRE - nESSEL

(Contact P. VAN DEN BEMDEN)

Mainly for plutonium fuel.

c} INDUSTRY FOR LARGE COMPONENT

A.C.E.C. - CHARLEROI

(Contact P. KEES - Nuclear Division)

COCKERILL - SERAING

(Contact F. BRAIBANT)

d} OTHER INDUSTRIES working in the field of nuclear energy

E.N.I. AARTSELAAR

Contact J.P. RO?BAUX}.
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3. France

3.1 Background facilities---------------------

The "Ve.paJl..te.mel1-t deJ.>· E:tu.deJ.> Me.c.anJ..queJ.> e;t Thvun-i.queJ.>" (D.E.M.T.)

of "Comm-U.6aJUaX Ci .t'EneJtg-i.e Atom-i.que" (C.E.A.) has in SACLAY a large

variety of test facilities for studies in the reactor field. Those which

are more used for the Gas Cooled Reactors (C.G.R.) Programs are shortly

descripted below :

1/ CARMEN COMPLEX

In the CARMEN complex facilities, it is possible to test in

actual size different reactor components at the same pressure and tempe

rature conditions as in the reactor.

CARMEN 1 circuit is most devoted to channel testing and CAR

MEN 2 circuit, more powerful than CAID1EN 1, is connected with different

peripheral test rigs which are :

- Multichannels vessel,

- Steam generator test beneh,

- Hot duct beneh.

Both these circuits can work with carbon dioxide or with

helium.

The main values are :

CARMEN 1

CARMEN 2

power : 250 kW

gas flow : 0,650 m3/s

discharge head : 1 200 m

pressure : 50 bars

temperature : 500°c

power : 3 000 kW

gas flow 4 m3/s

pressure 100 bars

temperature : 450°C
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Multichannel vessel :

inside diameter 1,250 m

heigh 15 m

pressure : 47,5 bars

temperature : 450°C

water flow : 1,4 kg/s ; max. : 3 kg/s

steam pressure : 185 bars max. 220 bars

steam temperature : 510°C max. 550°C

2/ TEST RIG FOR FIBROUS INSULATION

A criterion of performance of the thermal barrier is that blan

ket material under compression shall not relax, in order to prevent helium

channelling through and behind the blanket.

The spring value must keep a sufficient value. A test rig was

built to test full scale panels at a high temperature simulating acci

dent conditions and for long term test in normal conditions.

These tests are performed in helium atmosphere of reactor pu

rity but the pressure conditions are slightly in excess of one atmosphere.

The thermal performances and resilience or relaxation characteris

tics can be measured during and of course at the end of the test.

The dimensions of the three boxes of this testrig are :

2,6 X 2,6 x 0,5 m

heating power is 60 kW

and maximum temperature : 1 260°C.

3/ AIR CIRCUITS AT ATMOSPHERIOUE PRESSURE (MISTRAL)

USES

• The assembly of large scale, easily accessible models

for detailed investigation of aerodynamic and thermal

phenomena •

• The models are easily and rapidly produced, temperatures

and pressures being moderate.
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Max. Max. Blower Ex-
Number tempo flow-rate Compres- ehanger

of units sion ratio power
°C kg/s kW power

kW

1 120 8 1.20 260 500

1 120 8 1.35 370 500

2 50 1,2 1,20 33 80

(Flow rates are held absolutely constant by sonie venturis)

4/ FRICTION TESTING MACHlNES "HETRIX 1 AND 2"

These tests facilities are dev0ted ror friction testing of

materials in helium atmosphere with race

Charaeteri sti es HETRIX 1 HETRIX 2

Gas hel ium hel ium

Temperature 500°C 1100 0 C

Pressure 1,3 bars 1,5 bars

Stroke lenght (half eyele) 5 to 20 mm 5 to 20 mm

Speed 0,041060 mm/min 0,04fu240 mm/mi n

Load 10 to 330 N 150 to 2500 N

Average speeifie pressure 70 bars 520 bars

5/ VESUVE AND TOURNESOL SHAKE-TABLES

The dynamic testing facilities are used for studing of strue

tures or eomponents behaviour when subjected to vibratory excitation

(seismie shock, for example) and for qualification of electrieal equip

ment in accordance with the recent standards.
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VESUVE TOURNESOL

a/ Table

- Dimensions

- Weight

- First resonant frequency

3,1 X 3,1 m

4,2 t

> 200 Hz

2 x 2 m
1,2 t

> 200 Hz

b/ Reaction mass

- Weight > 500 t . > 180 t

10 t

12 m

< 1,5 m< 3 m

20 t

12 m

350 KN 100 KN

+ 100 mm + 125 mm-
1 m/s 1 m/s

100 KN

+ 100 mm-
1,2 m/s

- 1 horizontal jack

· Force

• Stroke

• Speed max.

- 2 vertical jacks

• Force per jad<

• Stroke

• Speed max.

d/ ~~~e!~

- Weight

- Hai ght

- Center of gravity height
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DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF ADVANCED REACTORS

CEA (Commissariat ä l'Energie Atomique)

NOVATOME

SYFRA (System Society)

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF NUCLEAR COMPONENTS

TECHNICATOME

ACB (Ateliers et Chantiers de Bretagne)

CREUSOT-LOIRE

PRE-STRESSED CONCRETE REACTOR VESSELS

SP I E - BATIGNOLLES

Societe des Grands Travaux de Marseille

CITRA

CAMPENON BERNARD

BOUYGUES

STEAM GENERATORS

CCM (Compagnie de Construction Mecanique, procedes SULZER)

CREUSOT-LOIRE

STEIN Industries

CIRCULATORS

CCM

RATEAU

HISPANO-SUI ZA (Division de la SNECMA)

CEM (Compagnie Electro-Mecanique)

FUEL ELEMENTS

CEA

COGEMA



4. Germany

The following rigs and loops are available at KfK Karlsruhe (contact:

Dalle Donne)

- Air rig for heat transfer experiments in annuli with rough rods:

max heating power:

maximum air flow:

maximum wall temperature:

maximum air outlet temperature:

range of air pressuve:

80 KW

0.5 kg/sec

10000 C

7000 C

1-5 bar

Air rig for measurements of rough rod temperatures in correspondence of

spacer grids:

maximum air flow: 0.3 kg/sec

maximum air pressure: 4 bar

maximum air temperature: 3000 C

- Air rectangular wind channel for measurements of drag and velocity distri

bution at rough wall:

maximum air flow: 5 kg/sec

maximum available pressure drop: 0.1 bar

ambient temperature

- Air rectangular wind channel for measurements of velocity and turbulence

distribution at rough and smooth walls in rod clusters:

maximum air flow: 5 kg/sec

max. available pressure drop: 0.1 bar

ambient temperature

- Water loop for measurements of velocity distribution and pressure drop in

rectangular channels with smooth and rough walls:

max. water flow: 6000 R./min

max. pressure drop at test section: 15 bar

ambient temperature

- Helium loop for heat transfer and pressure drop measurements in rod clusters:

max. heating power: 600 KW

max. helium flow: 1.2 kg/sec

max. blower power: 140 KW

max. helium temperature: 5200 C

max. helium t emperature at blower: 250
0

C

max. helium pressure: 50 bar
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High frequency induction heater for core-catcher tests (for istance borax).

At KFA JÜlich (contact: Krug) a large loop for isothermal high temperature,

high pressure endurance tests is available. Also measurements of pressure

drop are possible.

At KWU-Erlangen (contact: Peehs) a rig is available for long duration re

lative movement tests between rods and spacer grids especially for rough

rods.

At KfK Karlsruhe the zero-power fast reactor SNEAK (contact: Helm) is avail

able, which allows measurements with various fuel element configurations of

reactivities, of control rod worths, void reactivity effects and steam entry

effects.

The following codes relavant for GCFR calculations are available at KfK:

SATURN: lifetime performance of fuel element pins

SHOSPA: statistical and probabilistic hot spot analysis

SAGAPO: especially developed for GCFR fuel elements: calculation of

temperature and pressure drop in clusters of rough rods

THESIS]
THEKA steady state thermohydraulic codes for fuel elements

THEDRA

PHAETON: transient thermohydraulic code (inclusive of neutronic

point-kinetics representation of core) for calculation

of accidental conditions in core, primary (helium) and

secondary (water, steam) circuit.

KADIS: code for core-disruptive accident calculations

KfK-INR: code for neutronic calculations in fast reactor cores.

At present the German firm Kraftwerk Union in Erlangen (contact: C.A. Goetzmann)

is working with a small group for the GCFR. KWU has of course experience in
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design and construction of large components and complete designs of water

reactors. Other German firms who have experience in the reactor field are:

- Interatom, Bensberg: sodium cooled fast reactors,

- GHT, Bensberg: gas cooled thermal reactors,

- HRB, Mannheim: gas cooled thermal reactors,
- BBC, Mannheim: gas cooled thermal reac tors,

- Krupp. Essen: concrete pressure vessels.

5. Japan

At the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute in Tokai-mura (contact:

Hirata ) the following facilities are available, which are or can be

used for the development of GCFR :

High Temperature Helium Gas Loop (HTGL) and Secondary Hydrogen

Gas Loop

These loops are used for resource testing on heat transfer and hydro-

dynamic characteristics of fuel element and for verification of the

possibility in reducing hydrogen permeation through the tubes of a He/H2

heat exchanger. The main parameters of these loops are as foliows:

Maximum operating press ure

Maximum operating temperature

Maximum f10w rate

Diameter of main piping

Heater input

HTGL

2
42 kg/cm G

1000 °c

100 g/sec

7.5 - 15.2 cm

270 kW

Hydrogen Gas Loop

2
42 kg/cm G

900 oe
30 g/sec

2.5 - 10.2 cm

50 kW

Fig. 10 shows the flow diagram of these loops.

High Temperature In-Pile Gas Loop (OGL-l)

The OGL-l, installed in the material testing thermal reactor (JMTR)

is used for irradiation testing of fuel elements and structural materials

and for the study of fission gas behaviour. The main parameters are as

follows :

Outlet helium gas temperature

Maximum gas pressure

Maximum gas flow rate

Gas circulater head

Heater input

1000 oe
2

35 kgf/cm

100 g/sec

24 kgf/cm

ISO kW
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(thermal)

(fast)

sec

sec

80 mm dia, 750 rum length

400 W/cm

1013 n/cm2

10
12

n/cm
2

Available irradiation neutron flux 6

9

Irradiation sampIe size

Maximum heat generation of irradiated sampIe

Fig.11 shows the flow diadram of OGL-l loop.

Helium Engineering Demonstration Loop (HENDEL)

The HENDEL loop is being designed as a large-scale model testing

facility for the demonstrative opration of high temperature components, such

as the heat exchanger, piping, valves, core support structure which are

operated under the severe conditions. Its operation will be started in 1981.

Fig. 12 shows the flow diagram of HENDEL loop. The test conditions of the

loop considered are as follows :

i~
t k IReactor High temoeranure

items Fuel s ac. structures La rge fl ow ra te components
Test test sectlon test section test section test section
conditions

Helium gas 1000 1000 1000temperature (max.120a) (max. 1200)
",400

(OC)
".

Helium gas
2.6Flow rate 0.4 4.0 4.0

(kg/sec)

Helium gas
40pressure 40 40 40

(kg/cm2G)

Tested In-vessel flow Intermediate
components Fuel stack, Core support distribution, heat exchanger,
anti test Control rod structure stop valve, High temperature
objects Core 1ateral piping,

restraint Steam generator,
structure Emergency

isolation valve
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Fast Critical Assembly (FCA)

The FCA is used for reactor physics measurements of reactivities,

control rod worths, void reactivity effects and steam entry effects.

Fig. 13 shows the views of FCA and its material drawer.

Computation code

The following computer codes relevant for GCFR calculations are

available at JAERI.

RELAM : Heat transfer coefficient of turbulent gas heated by a high

heat flux

TRAN Transient hydrodynamics and heat transfer of turbulent flow

THYDES : Steady state thermohydraulic code for fuel element

GAKIT : Transient thermo-hydraulic code for calculation of acciden

tial conditions

PIGEON-CITATION : Neutronic calculation codes for fast reactor

APOLLO : Fuel cycle analysis code based on two-dimentional diffusion

approximation.

Industry

Kawasaki Heavy Industry (contact: R. Tanaka) is working with a small group

for assessment of a symbiosis between VHTR and GCFR, in collaboration with

JAERI's GCFR grouf.
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6. Sweden

'J'he followinc is a 1ist of ()r~2'1:i za tions wi th useful eXI1ertese, eXi'''' rir:-:,ce
and facilities in the mentioned areas of services:

~udsvik Enereiteknik AB, S-611 82 Nyköping

TESTS IN IN-PILE LOOP 4 (HTR) OF R2 (a 50}M OR~~-tYP2 reactor)
with 6 test f~sitions, He/Ne-cooled at 1.5-3x10 n/em s thermal fluenee
and 2-4.5x10 fast fluenee (5-13W/g gamma heating in steel).
Contaet: Mr K Saltvedt.

MATERIALS AND WELDING DEV. AND TESTING (inel irradiations).
Contaet: Mr K Pettersson.

CORHOSION AND DEPOSITION EXPERlf1ENTS IN WATER, STEAM AND GASES
Contact: Mr W Hübner.

PRESSURE DROP MEASUREHENTS, SPACER TESTS, VIBRATION STUDIES, VISUAL
FLOW STUDIES IN LARGE MODEL TANKS, HEAT TRANSFER ETC EXPERI~ffiNTS.

Contaet: Mr B MeHugh.

ANALYSIS OF PROCESS AND CONTROL SYSTLMS, NUCLEAR INSTHUMENTATION,
SIJlJULATORS.
Contact: Mr P BIomberg.

CONPONENTS DEVELOPIv;l!:NT AND TE3TING (I1'1CL PCRVs).
Contaet: Mr S Menon.

FUEL CYC~L STUDIES.
Contaet: Dr EHellstrand.

AB ASEA-ATOM, Box 53 S-721 04 VästerAs 1

HECHANISJ1S (e.e. Control Rods)

Sandvikens Jernverks AB, S-811 01 Sandviken 1

srAINLESS STEEL DETAILS

Skänska Cementgjuteriet AB, Fack S-103 40 Stoekholm

CIVIL ENGINEERING CONTRACTOR

Armerad Betone AB, Fack S-171 04 Solna

CIVIL ENGINEERING CONTRACTOR

Spännarmering AB, Internordisk, Box 106 8-161 26 Bromma

PRESTRESSING SUPPLIER

Strängbetong AB, Box 9205 8-102 73 Stoekholm

PRESTRESSING SUPPLIER

Uddcomb Sweden AB, Fack S-371 01 Karlskrona

LINER, PENETRATIONS AND OTHER STEEL DETAILS
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7. Switzerland

At the Eidg. Institut für Reaktorforschung in Würenlingen (contact: Markoczy)

the following facilities have been used or can be used for the GCFR develop

ment:

Rohan test rig:

test section geometry: annulus

coolant: air

pressure: 1.2-2 bar

coolant temperature : in 200 C

out 900 C

max. air velocity: 73 rn/sec

heating power: 1.3 KW
omax. wall temperature: 190 C

- Prospect experiment: allows determination of spacer pressure drop and velocity

distribution in a bundle

- Megaere experiment: allows to study mixing and cross flow effects between

subchannels in air flow

- Agathe loop: for heat transfer experiments with rough clusters:

coolant: CO2
coolant pressure: 1-60 bar

ocoolant temperature: 30-500 C

Maximum coolant flow: 4.5 kg/sec

Heating power: 0 to 1000 KW

- Zero energy reactor Proteus:

This assembly is a coupled fast-thermal system in which thermal driver zones

surround a fast zone which is large enough to produce a central neutron

spectrum closely approximating that in a GCFR. The 500 mm diameter central

zone contains about 2000 fuel pins on a 10 mm pitch hexagonal lattice.

Available for filling into the pins are sealed capsules of mixed Pu02!U02

fuel pellets, or of depleted U0 2 blanket material, or of sintered Th02
particles. The driver zones contain 5% enriched U0 2 moderated partly by

D20 and partly by graphite. At the maximum power level of 1 kW the thermal
9 -2 -Iand fast neutron fluxes assembly are each approximately 5xlO n.cm sec •
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The computer codes CLUHET and SCRIMP for calculations of temperatures and

pressure drop in clusters of rough and smooth rods are in operation.

Sulzer Brothers Ltd. Winterthur. GCFR Steam Generator Research, Development

and Design.

8. ynited Kingdom

Various heat transfer rigs with air coolin~ for tests on single rough pins

and CO2 loops for tests on rod clusters are available in Windscale (contact:

Wilkie). Rigs for compatibility studies among various materials are in opera

tion in Harwell (contact: Bennet). Two helium loops, one at 41 bar and one

at 0.4 bar with controlled amounts of impurities in the helium atmosphere are

availablein the Nuclear Power Company at Whetstone(contact: Knowles).

In the following papers general info~tion is given on 8 different helium

loops which could be used for compatibility, tribology, wear and fretting,

corrosion, vibration and pressure drop tests. Information is also given

of three CO2 loops which could be used for pressure drops vibration and

thermal insulation studies.

Reliability and transient codes, originally developed for the LMFBR are being

modified for GCFR application, as well as methods to investigate the effects

of local core blockages. Heat transfer codes to calculate temperatures and

pressure drop in rod clusters have been developed at the UKAEA Establishment

of Windscale (HOTSPOT) and at the CEGB center in Berkeley (SCANDAL), mainly

for the AGR type of fuel element, but can be easily modified for GCFR appli

cation.
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NPC HIGH PRESSURE LOOP

LOCATION: R&D LABORATORIES , NUCLEAR FOWER COHPANY t WHETSTONE,
LEICESTER, ENGLAIIJD

STATUS: Not in use

PRINCIPAL USE: The loop has been used to investigate the compatability of
materials as part of aGas Cooled Fast Breeder Reactor feasibility study.

FACILITY DESCRIPI'ION: Samples of materials are loaded into autoclaves and
exposed to a fast flow of high pressure helium containing controlled amounts
of impurities. The autoclaves and the loop are made of stainless steel and
the helium circulators are totally enclosed. Impurities in the helium are
monitored by a Helium Ionisation Chromatograph and a High Pressure Electrolytic
Hygrometer. The concentrations of impurities (including most permanent gases)
are controlled by removing them in a by-pass purification circuit or adding
them manually.

The main parameters of the loop are in Tab1e 1.

TABLE 1

Operating gas
Operating pressure
Total flow
Maximum Temperature
Minimum impurity level

helium 2
4.1 MN/rn
3.2 gis
85QoC
less than 5 ppb total
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NPC LOW PRESSURE LOOPS

LOCATION: R&D LABORATORrES , NUCLEAR roWER COMPANY, WHETSTONE,
LEICESTER, ENGLAND.

STATUS: Not is use

PRINCIPAL USE: The loops have been used on compatibility and tribology
programmes as part of aGas Cooled Fast Breeder Reactor feasibility study.

FACILITY DESCRIPTION: There are two low pressure loops very similar in
function but one is made in stainless steel and the other has copper pipe
work. Each loop has a circulator which pumps helium at near atmospheric
pressure through an interchangeable range of autoclaves or tribology test
rigs. A subsidiary circuit on each loop contains a second circulator and
a purification plant. Impurity levels are measured by a Helium Ionisation
Chromatograph and levels are controlled automatically by connecting and
disconnecting the purification circuit.

The main loop parameters are in Table 1.

TABLE 1

Number of loops
Operating gas
Operating pressure
Pressure rise across main circulator
Maximum flow (loop 1 - copper)

(loop 2 - stainless steel)
Maximum autoclave temperature

two
helium 2
about 170 kN/m2about 200 kN/m
0.8 gls
2.1 gls
8500

C
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NPC HELlill1 TEST LOOP

LOCATION: R&D LABORATORIES , NUCLEAR POWER COHPANY, RISLEY,
WARRINGTON, LANCS

STATUS: The facility has been put into reserve in astate of near
completion.

PRINCIPAL USE: The rig was designed for supplying and recirculating pure
dry helium to purpose-built environmental component test rigs such as materials
exposure rigs, wear and .fretting rigs insulation rigs and mechanism testing
rigs.

FACILITY DESCRIPTION: The loop consists of two parallel recirculating streams
each containing a copper oxide converter bed, circulator, molecular sieve and
cryogenic trays. A valve network allows beds to be interchanged on line to
permit continuous operation during bed regeneration.

Rigs are supplied from a terminal manifold which has at present four tapping
points. Each outlet has a by-pass which can be set to match the test rig
circuit resistanc~ and a service manifold is provided for vacuum and initial
pressurising purposes.

Gas purity is monitored on a sequential system of solenoid operated selection
valves which route gas samples to two sampling trains. Controls include an
early alarm of purifier bed saturation or excessive loading. The rig
environment is protected by control systems which diverts the flow and
ultimately shut the rig down.

The main rig parameters are shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1

Operating pressure
Naximum flow
Maximum temperature at purifier inlet
Gas purity

1 to 5 MN/m2

SO gls per circuit
SOoC
total impurities less than
0.5 ppm by volume
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HELIUM LooP FACILITY

LOCATION: N E I CLARKE CHAPMAN POWER ENGINEERING LTD, GATESKEAD
TYNE AND WEAR, ENGLAND

STATUS: Available for use

PRINCIPAL USES: The facility is used to test materials and components in
helium containing controlled amounts of impurities.

FACILITY DESCRIPTION: The main circuit consists of a reciprocating diaphragm
compressor ~mich circulates helium through a network of 25 mm bore pipes to
three test sections. The main test section is mounted inside a furnace and
is 2.5 m long and 0.6 m internal diameter. During fatique and fretting
experiments specimens inside the test section are vibrated through a
penetration in the side cf the vessel. There are provisions for larger test
sections to be connected to the circuit.

An important feature of this facility is the ability to control the coneen
tration of impurities in the helium. The control is automatie and operates
on a continuous bleed purification principle so that unwanted impurities do
not accumulate. A proportion of the gas is continuously by-passed though a
purification cireuit which removes all impurities, then the desired eomposi
tion is restored by adding carbon dioxide, earbon monoxide, methane, water
and hydrogen. The rate of addition is controlled by an electronie injection
unit operating on signals from an analysis circuit containing hygrometers,
infra red gas analysers, a flame ionisation meter and agas chromatograph.

The main rig parameters are shown in Table 1 and the impurity control range
in Table 2.

TABLE 1

Material of construction
Operating gas
Operating pressure
Maximum flow rate
Maximum test section temperature

316 Stainless Steel
Helium 2
up to 1.1 MN/rn
0.0 16 kg/s
BüOoC

IMPURITY

Carbon dioxide
Carbon monoxide
Methane
Water
Hydrogen

TABLE 2

CONTROL ACCURACY %
+ 2
+3
'+ 10
+ 10
'+ 10

CONTROL SPAN ppm (vol)

10 to 5°,000
10 to 4,000

1 to 10,000
2 to 400

10 to 1,000
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THERMOBAUU~CE FACILITI

LOCATION: SPRINGFIELDS NUCLBAR PO"lE...~ DEVELO?:'iF~l\jT L.~BORATO?.n::S

U'.t\JtEA, SAUnC!<, PRESTON, ENGLAND •

STATuS: Operatio~al

PRINCIPAL USE: This facility is used in the assessment of corrosion
kinetics of reactor materials. It enables the weight change of specimens
in a hot helium environment to be monito~ed continuously.

FACILITY DESCRIPrION: A thermobalance consists of a beam which supports
a single specimen inside a helium filled furnace. If the weight of the
specimer. changes the bearn becomes out cf balanGe but this iG automatically
corrected by an electromagnetic restoring force. The current necessary
to maintain balance is a measure of the weight change so the weight can be
recorded continuously.

This facility has two thermobalances. One with a silica furnacc tube is
suitable for pressures up to atmospheric and temperatu~es up to lOOO~C.

The other with an Inconel tube can be used a't up to 4 MPa and 800oc. A
flow of helium is maintained through the furnace tubes either from gas
cylinders or from the adjacent Helium Corrosion Test Facility which
provides helium containing controlled amounts of impurities.

The main facili ty parameters are shown in Table 1

TABLE 1

Balance Working Load
Sensitivity Ranges
Corresponding Spans

Gas Pressures
Maximum Temperatures
Haximum Gas FlOlll
Typical Gas Flow

10 g
1\1 g 5 ~g 10 IJ.g 50 ~g 100 IJog
20 mg 100 mg 200 mg 1 g 2g

Sub atmospheric to 4 MPa
800 and 10000C
150 crr?Imin
20 to 50 cm3/min
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HELIUM CORR05ION TE,ST FACIL.ITY

LO::;ATIO~: SPRINGFIEIDS ~'lUCLEAR padEH DEiJELOPH&"'{T LABORATOlHES I

UKAEA I SAunc:<, p.rtE.S'rON, E.J.\fGLAND.

STATuS: Operational

PRINCIpAL USE: The facility provides a controlled helium based environ
ment for specimens of reactor materials so that the effect of corrosion
on their chemical physical and mechanical properties can be investigated.

FACILITY DESCRIPrIO;\l: The facility consists of t\'lO basically similar but
independently controlled and monitored closed loops around ~lhich helium is
circulated. Impurities such as water carbon ;nonoxide and hydrogen can be
~dded to the helium anl their levels controlled iniependently between 50
and 5000 ppm by voll.una. The loops operate over a range of pressures and
flow rates. Specimens in sealable silica tubes are housed in reaction
vessels surrounded by furp4ces which maintain the temperature uniform to
"li thin 50 0.

There are a total of five test sections (2 on loop 2, 3 on loop 3) and any
one can be isolated for specimen change or inspection without disturbing
the others.

The main loop parameters are shovm in Table 1.

TABU: 1

Working Volume of Furnaces

Maximum Furnace Power
Maximum Furnace Tempere.ture
Main Loop Temperature
Working Pressure

Total Loop Flo\.,r

2 off 50 ~ diameter 254 mm lang
3 off 70 mm diameter 254 mrn long

9.5 kW
10000C
Ambient
Sub atmospheric to 0.18 MPa

0.2 gls (loop 2)
0.65 gis (loop 3)

AUXILIARY EQUIPHEJ.'IT: Gas composition is continuously monitored externally
by programmed gas chromatography and either rig can oe connected to a
thermobalance which is described separately.
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HELIlfiiI TRIBOLOGY RIGS

LOCATIOU: RISLEY NUCLEAR POlrlER DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY, UKAEA, RISLEY, WA..liRINGTON,
ENGLAND

STATUS: Operational

PRnTCIPAL USES: The tribology rigs are used to study the friction, wear and fretting
behaviour of materials in a high temperature helium environment.

FACILIT{ DESCRIPTION: There are four rigs each operating independently but all
supplied with helium from a central rnanifold which contains a clean up system to
keep impurities other than moisture below 2 ppm by volume. All the rigs operate
at atmospheric pressure.

The main parameters of thetest sections are listed in Table 1. Some test secticns
are interchangeable so that up to four can be operated at a.VJY time.

TABLE 1

Rubbing Pairs Rig

Operating temperature
Motion
Specimen shape
Operation

Purpose

High Ternperature Ri~

Operating temperature
Motion
Speoimen shape

Operation

Purpose

Slide Impact Mechanism

T,ypical Operating temperature
:Motion
Operation

Purpose

up to 800
0 c

Rotational unidirectional
Cylindrical
Specimen rubs against a.ny one
of eight ro~~ded or flat ended
pins
Friction ":-....1.d Hear studies

oup to 1000 C
Reciprooating
Flat on flat or cross
cylinder
Up to four pairs of material
can be aooommodated
Friction and Hear studies

650°C
Oscilla.tory
A rotating eccentric weight
causes a specimen to hammer a
stationar,y specimen at righ~

angles to i ts surface with a
controlled amplitude
Impact fretting studies
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Impact SUde 1,lecha..,Üsm

T,ypical Operating temperature
Motion

Operation

Purpose

Rubbing Frettl~g Mechanism

Typical operating temperature
l.fotion
Operation

Purpose

6500
C

Reciprocating unidirectional
either pure sliding or impact
sliding with a pulsed, sinu
soidal or random frequency
The mechanism employs twin
electromagnetic vibrators
operating at right angles which
are controlled by power amplifiers
providing motion along ~,d

vertical ;;0 the specimen surface
Rubbing or impact fretting studies

6500 C
Reciprocating •
The mechanism allows specimens
to be rubbed together under load
at small amplitude in the
absence of any superimposed
impact
Fretting studies
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SCOT LOOP

LOCATION: SPRINGFIELDS NUCLEAR Po\VER DEVELOPHENT LABORATORIES
UKAEA, SAUIICK, P?.E.STON, ENGLAND.

STATuS: Loop No 1 Operational Loop No 2 Under Construetion

PRINCIPLE USE: The SCOT loop is used for the flow and aeoustie
vibrational testing of gas-eooled reaeto~ fuel strin6prs at si~Jlated

reaetor eonditions.

FACILI~Y DESCrtIPrION: The lcop eonsists of two test seetions (Seot loop 1
and Seot loop 2) vhlieh share a set of eireulators, heaters and regenera
tive heat exehangers. O~e test seetion is used whilst the other is loaded.
The operating gas is earbon dioxide.

The faeility is housed in a 30.m high building and fuel stringers up to
22 m long ean oe aeeol'!l111odatöd if they ean ':>e split for loading into the
test seetions.

The rnain parameters of the facili ty are shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1

Operating gas
Gas flow

Total cireulator power
Heater pOHer
Toest seetion diameter
Test section height

Maximum operating eonditions

Carbon dioxide
15 kg/s

800 kW
808 ~W

0.38 m at s~llest section
22 m of which 15 m is
exposed to gas flow

Seot loop 1 200°C at 2 MPa
Seot loop 2 3250C at 4 MPa

or 4250C at 2.6~Wa

AUXILIARY EQUIPt1E~T: The faeility has a small by-pass eireuit for
moisture rem07a1.

Equipment is available to reeord and analyse signals from vibration
transdueers.

REFERE:'l'GE

[1] ETHERINGTON, C., JOi'fES, C H., "Seot - development of a rig for the
out-of-pile testing of reaetor fuel elements al'J.d compo::J.ents",
Journal of British Nucle~ Energy Society, 11 3 (1972) 291.
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CAGR RIG

LOCATION: \oJINDSCALE ~mCLEAR pmfER DEVELO?HENT LABORATORIES
UK.AE11., SEASCALE, ENGLAND

STATUS: Operational

PRINCIPAL USE: The rig was built to study the behaviour of fuel stringers
during on load refuelling. It has also been used for the assessment of
thermal insulation and to study vibrations of reactor componen~s under
plant conditions.

FACILIT'{ DESCRIPrION: The rig cO!lsists of apressure vesseJ. 24 m long and
1.4 m diameter throügh which carbon dioxide is circulated b;y three variable
speed blowers. A stand pipe 2.5 m long and 0.5 m di~~eter can be moun~ed

on top of the vessel to simulate acharge shoot. The rig is heated by the
heat of compression in the blowers and the temperature is controlled by
three large coolers.

Test sections are hung from a support ring in the main -..resseI \.,rhich has
penetrations along its lertgth providing access für experimental equipment,
instrument connections or viewing with a television ca~era.

The rnain rig parameters are listed in Table 1.

TABU: 1.
Operating Gas

Maximum test section size
Maximum flow rate (C02 )
Gas pressure

Gas temperature

Circulator power

Norroßlly carbon dioxide but nitrogen or
other gases could possibly be used.
23 m long 1024 m diameter
180 l\.g/s
0.34 MPa (min)
4.5 MPa (max)
10::>°C (min)
350°C (max)
No 1 1.3 MW
No 2 1.3 MVl
No 3 1.5 MW

AUXILIARY EQUIPHE.NT: Local to the rig are assembly bays served by 25 ton
cranes in which test sectio~s can be prepared in a vertical 01' horizo~tal

position.
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HIGH PRESSURE C02 LOOP

lOOATION: RISLEY NUCLEA..."q P01;lER DEVELOPHENT LABORATORY, U'"K:AEA, RISLEY,
\~ARRINGTON, ENGI.AND

STATUS: Operational

PRINCIPAL USES: (a) Formerly used for vibration and rattling
experiments in gas-cooled reactor fue1 stringers.

(b) Now used for general pressure lass tests on
fue1 sub-assenmlies for sodium cooled fast reactors.

(e) Pressure loss ch~cks over a wide range of
Reynolds numuers on fuel element flow restrictors.

DESCRIPTION: The test loop is laid out to form four vertica11egs cf
15 em and 25 cm pipeworkj both upward and downward flow can be obtained.
The vertical lengths can extend to 18.5 m if required.

2C02 at various pressures from atmospheric to 1730 kN/m can be circu1ated
at up to 0.24 m3/s • Gas temperatures can be held steady by the use of
the built-in gas-to-water shell-and-tube heat exchanger.

Flow measurement is by an eddy shedding device giving an accuracy of
!0.2%. Pressure loss measurements can be made to within 0.1% accuracy.

TEST CAPABILITY: The two gas circulators ca~ each provide a flow of
0.12 m3/s at 1730 kN/m2 pressure with 104 kN/m2 rise across the machine,
and they can be operated :.ndividually or in series or parallel. The
upper operating gas temp&rature is limited to around 6ooc.

AUXILDL~Y EQUIPNENT: Working platform at various levels. Peripheral
read-out and recording &quipment, and the necessary engineerip~ back
up services.
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CERL HIGH PRESSURE HELIUM LOOP

LOCATION: CENTRAL ELECTRICITY RESEARCH LABORATORIES, CIDB,
LEATHERHEAD, SURREY.

STATUS: Dismantled but could be re-assembled.

PRINCIPAL USES: The rig was used for compatibility testing of materials
and small assemblies for the primary circuit of an HTR. Controlled
impurity helium gas was also supplied to creep test machines for studies
of mechanical properties in helium.

DESCRIPTION: The rig consists of a high pressure (5 HN/m2) helium
recirculating loop which feeds six autoclaves with helium via a rnanifold.
The maximum flow rate is 0.1 gls and the autoclaves operate at up to 8500 C
with hot zones of approximate dimensions 200 mm x 60 mm diameter.
Impurities are monitored by gas chromatography and moisture meters and are
maintained at the chosen levels by either direct injection to increase the
level or passage through a by-pass loop containing molecular sieve in
liquid nitrogen to decrease the level.
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9. Uni ted States

The following codes are available which could be used for GCFR work:

LIFE: lifetime performance evaluation of fuel element pins

FRAP-T, DEFORM2, MARC: for transient performance evaluation of fuel

element pins.

TEPC, ANSYS: analysis of clad stress and distorsion (inclusive of clad

interaction with fuel and spacers)

PECT, PEFT (General Electric): probabilistic assessment of fuel pin

reliability

COBRA, CINDA: steady state thermohydraulic codes for fuel assembly

calculations

FLOMAX, COBRA3C, HEATING2: for transient thermohydraulic calculations

SAS-GAS: code for accident calculations in the core (inclusive of clad

and fuel movement)

VENUS: code for core-disruptive accident calculations

The following facilities have been used in the frame of GCFR-US programme:

ORR reactor for irradiations of pin capsules in a thermal flux

EBR2 reactor for irradiations of pin capsules in a thermal fast flux

ZPR IX (ANL): zero power fast reactor used for the determination of water

reactivity in a GCFR core

A large Core FLow Test Facility (CFTL), which will allow tests of large

bundles of rods (up to 91 rods) in steady and transient conditions is in

construction at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Figure 14 is an

illustration of the CFTL layout for an upflow core configuration.

Steel melting and relocation test (SMART) facility - Los Alamos Scientific

Laboratory (LASL) - Purpose of this test facility is to demonstrate the

out-of-pile behavior of a GCFR core assembly in the event of a loss-of

core coolant flow or pressure and subsequent shutdown of reactor power

to the level resulting from decay heat alone.

PNL Helium Loop: high ternperature circulating helium loop for testing

GCFR cladding and structural materials in a controlled irnpurity atrnosphere.

nirect Electrical Heating Loop: ANL apparatus to investigate the behavior

of fresh and irradiated fuel subject to transient heating similar to GCFR

hypothetical accident conditions.

At the Idaho National Laboratory the Gas Reactor In-Pile Safety Test

loop (GRIST2), a transient overpower test loop to study the fuel behaviour

under high power transient conditions, has been planned.
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10. Gas Breeder Reactor Association

Full members of GBRA are the following organisations:

AB ASEA-ATOM, Västeras, Sweden

Belgonucleaire S.A., Brussels, Belgium

Brown Boveri-Sulzer Turbomaschinen A.G., Zürich, Switzerland

Centre d'Etude de l'Energie Nucleaire,

Studiecentrum voor Kernenergie

Hochtemperatur Reaktorbau GmbH, Köln, Germany

B.V. Neratoom, Den Haag, Netherlands

Nucleare Italiana Reattori Avanzati, Genova, Italy

Technicatome, Paris, France

The Nuclear Power Group Limited, United Kingdom

and associate members the following:

Atomkraftkonsortiet Krangede AB & Co, Sweden

Central Electricity Generating Board, United Kingdom

South of Scotland Electricity Board, United Kingdom

Statens Vattenfallsverk, Sweden

Vereinigte Elektrizitätswerke Westfalen A.G., Germany
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III. PROGRAMMES

The GCFR research and development programmes of the countries participating

the NEA-GCFR Collaborative Programme are illustrated in the attached
Table A to GBRA.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

During the past years various designs have been proposed for large GCFR.

Two have been studied in considerable detail. The main characteristics

of these designs are given in the Table below:

Design

Coolant

Coolant pressure (bar)

Fuel pin venting

Pin diameter (cm)

Surface roughening

CQolant flow direction

in core

Fuel handling

Blower drive

helium

88

yes

0.72

yes

upward

from below

with fuel

manipulator

electric

motor

GBRA (Fig.1)

helium

90

yes

0.7

yes

upward

from above with

fuel manipula

tor

electric motor

PCRV type

PCRV liner type

Core-catcher

pod boiler pod boiler

cold cold

Borax:outsidE not yet decided

reactor probably inside

cavern reactor cavern

One can see from the Table that. with the exception of the fuel handling

system and of core-catcher design, the two designs are very similar.
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The editor of this report feels that there is time for further design

improvements and simplifications in the design of the GCFR. These improve

menta seem to be more appropriate with modern trends and requirements. One

could be the use of a single cavity PCRV (see recent AGR's ordered in the

UK). Another, the use of bigger and longer pins. These bigger pina (about

I cm in diameter; similar in size to the PWR fuel pins) would cause an

increase of plutonium inventory, but the fuel cycle costs would decrease

considerably. Furthermore the use of large pin lattices (p/d-I.5, again

similar to those of PWR cores) would still allow to reach the high

breeding gains typical of the GCFR, but at the same time it would permit a

dramatic decrease of the hot spot problems given by geometrical tolerances,

bowing and differential swelling.

A further simplification could be, if at all possible, the elimination the

venting system.

The editor of this report is also of the opinion that presently the most

important R. and D. items still to be investigated for the GCFR are the

following:

a) Out of pile tests of electrically heated bundles with a large number of

pins, subjected to bowing, to simulated swelling and pin displacements.

These tests should be performed in steady state and in transient con

ditions.

b) Corrosion tests of cladding tubes with selected roughnesses in presence

of helium with known amounts of H20/H2 impurities.

c) Irradiation experiments of roughened pins in a fast flux to investigate

stress concentration and ductility problems.

d) Investigation of alternative (round) fuel elements, if one sticks to rough

fuel pins of small diameters (The round fuel elements would make the hot

spot problems at the subassembly walls easier in case of swelling and

shroud deformation).

e) Investigation of the possibility of 'using a hot linear in the PCRV.

f) Core-catcher investigations.

g) Development and test of large helium blowers.



Table I: Mein Par~~ters of Helium-cooled Breeder Reactors of 1000 }fvTe Compared to Advanced Sodium

and Steam-cooled ~JPes

Concept No. 1 2 3
Advanced Steam
Na-Breeder Breeder

Cycle Steam turbine r Gas turbine Steam turbine Stea....il turbine Steam turbine

Fuel Oxide I Oxide Oxide Oxide Oxide

Fuel element I Fuel pin Fuel pin Coat. particle I Fuel pin Fuel pin

I (vented) (sealed can) (sealed can) (vented)

Max. lin. power rating in pin W/cm 430 440 --- 530 420
I I I

Hean discharge burn up M'vTd/t 75 000

2 !
Inlet coolant pressure kg/cm 70 ·:100 70 10 150

Mixed mean coolant temp.
°c I'at reactor outlet 600 706

I
675 580 500

Mex. hot spot tempo at
°cclad midwall 755 850 950 700 720

Core fissile inventory
ik, p 239 P 241 3140 2770 1800 1630 2860g u • u

Breeding ratio 1.44 1.32 1. 19 1.29 1.15

System lin. doubling time + 13.2 17 .8 31.8 14.5 32.3yrs
!

ISpecific investment '$/kWe 162 I 145 I 162 170-240 152*)
I

Fuel cycle cost mills/kHh 1.3 1.5 1.5 0.875 1.4~)

Electricity cost . / + 5·2 5.05 5.4 5.0-6.5 5.2*)mlls kWh

+ Load factor 0.7

CP
-"

All costs are for the spring 1970; *) t" d ...es J.mate . cos vS.
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Table 11

eomparative characteristics of the three first GBRA designs

Unit GBR 1 GBR 2 GBR 3

Electrica1 output Mwe 1,000 1,000 1,000
Primary gas pressure bar 120 120 60
Total gas pumping power Mwe 107 78 88

rnlet coolant temperature oe 260 260 260
Mixed mean out let temperature oe 587 700 650
Steam pressure/temperature bar/oe 115/540 115/540 115/540

Number of loops 8 6 8

Fissile inventory (system) kg 4,310 2,800 3,070

Breeding gain 0,43 0,36 0,42

Doubling time y 13 16 16
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- TAB L E III-

PARAMETERS FOR 1200 MWe G B R 4

Temperature (core out let)

Temperature (core inlet)

Goolant pressure (core inlet)

Gore pressure drop

Ptnnping power

Net efficiency

Peak linear rating

Nid-cycle fissile enriehment

Peak burn-up

Peak fluenee (E> 0.1 MeV)

Refuelling interval (0.75 LF)

Gore fuel in-pile time (0.75 LF)

Burn-up reactivity

Start-up fissile eore inventory

Breeding ratio

System doubling time

Net fissile Pu production

bar

bar

MWe

%

"~I/eIn

%

M\\'d/kg
-23 -2

10 eIn

y

Y

%

y

kg/1'1We.y

560

260

90

2.4

124

35

400

13.2

100

2.5

3

0.6

3.92
1.40

11.8

.287
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- TAB L E IV-

MAIN PERFO!{NANCE DATA FOR ALTERNATIVE

1200 ~e GBR DESIGNS WITH lle-COOLED MIXED OXIDE PIN FUEL

-------------------------------------------r-------------------------
i DESIGN GER -4 ADVANCED

- I Re [e - 11 i g h GBR

, PARAMETER rence ra ted TARGET

r----------------------------------~------- ------ ------- ---------
, Fuel element technology :

random peak clad hot-spot
temperature °C

peak mlxed oxide fue1 burn-up HWd/kg
720
100

785
100

Thermal plant data

- pClIk coolllnt (He) pressure bar
- reactor prcssurc drop bar
- reactor cool.nt exit tempe-

ra ture °C

- total lIe-circu1ator power MWe
- 11 team cycle
- thermal plant net efficiency

Core data

90
2.4

560
126

non-reheat
0.35

120
4.4

615
126
reheat

0.38

- core fuel in-pile time at
LF .. 0.75 years 3 2 1.5

- 1" ~ (li cll 1 (11 o!i i 11 tell'val years 1 1 0.5
- inner fue1 can diameter cm 0.70 0.53 0.53
- peak 1ihea r fuel pin rating W/cm 400 350 450
- initial fissile core

inventory kg/MWe 4.1 3.2 2.3
- total initial fissile system

t.nventory at out-of-pile time
0.75 years kg/MWe 5.1 4.4 3.5

- net (issile plutonium produc-
tion at LF .. 0.75 and 2 %
1,) s seil kg/l'Me year 0.29 0.28 0.27

- breeder system doubling time
at LF ,. 0.75 and 0.75 years
out-of-pi le time yellr 12.2 10.9 9.0

------------------------------------------- -------- ------- --------



Table V:
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Main Data of the BR2 Irradiation Experiment .

Test Fuel Element B\mdle Data

Nurnber of pins

pin outer diameter

pin pitch

Fuel

Cladding material

pin surface

Max. linear pln rating

Max. clad surface tempo (hot spot)

Burn-up objective

12

8 rnm

11.1 reIn

(U/Pu. )02
stainless steel 1.4981

artificially roughened

450 W/cm

6800 c
60000 (100000) !-.1\·ld/t

Loop Data

Cooling gas

Operation preS8ure

Mass flo",

He inlet temperature

He outlet temperature

._--------------------
helium

60 ba.r

0.25 Kg/sec

255°C

510°C

Table VI: Main Date. of 1000 ~we Reference Design (GSB-1)

Coolant pressure

Coolant inlet temperature

Coolant outlet temperature,

Core height

Core H/D

pin diameter

pin pitch

Hot spot temp., roid clad

Max. linear rating

Fissile rating core

Breeding ratio

Core plutonium fissile inventory

Linear doubling time

Plant net effieieney (wet eooling tmfer)

120 bar

273
0

C

555
0

C

148 cm

0.5

8.2 rnm

11 nun

7000C

492 W/cm

0.78 MHth/Kg

1.40

3230 Kg

11. 8 yrs

37 %
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Table VIl~ Main Data of 1000 MWe Nuclear steam Supply System (GSB-1)

Vessel PCRV, Pod Boiler

Core and Blanket

type of support

flO"T direction

refueling access

No. of Main Loops

diameter of boiler cavity, m

closure design

Coolant Circulation

blower power, ~M

No. of Auxiliary Loops

coolant circulation

blower power, l~w (depressurization cond.)

secondary containment pressure, bar
(depressurization cond.)

top clamped, in individual
standpipes

d01'TmTard

from beneath

8

3.5
doubly retained concrete
plug with flow limiter

single stage axial blowers,
series-steam driven

8 x 16.5

4

elect. driven radial
blowers, sin{!le stage

4 x 1. 4

3
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Table VIII: Safety Related Nuclear Characteristics. 1000 ~~e GCFBR (GSB-1)

Av. enrichment PUf' •J..ss
Core conversion ratio

Reactivity loss per cycle

Doppler effect, Tdk/dT

ßeff
Helium void reactivity

Cladding expansion reactivity coefficient

Fuel expansion reactivity coefficient

PmTer coefficient (prompt)

Total control requirements

Number of control rods

\olorth of 1 rod

Number of shut dmm rods

\olorth of 1 rod

12.7 %
0.87

1.6 ~

.0061

0.324 x 10-2

0.88 f/I
-0.227 x 10-5

-0.126 x 10-5

-6 -1
-1. 5 x 10 rl,\"

9·0 f/I
12

0.83 11

2 x 3

3. 3 ~.



Table IX:

PROGRAM DEFINITION A~D LICENSING PHASE
SCOPE OF HORK

oPERFORM PRELIMINARY SITE EVALUATION STUDIES

o PREPARE PRELIMINARY SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT

o PREPARE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

o COMPLETE APPROXIMATELY 65% OF THE OVERALL PLANT ENGINEERING
DESIGN WORK

oDETERMINE PLANT SIZEJ ReD PROGRAM~ COST AND SCHEDULE

o OBTAIN SITE CONSTRUCTION PERMIT

o ESTABLISH INSTITUTIONAL RELATIONS AMONG PARTICIPANTS J INCLUDING
COST SHARI~G AND RISK ROLES

oPERFORM R&D AND SAFETY RESEARCH REO!i IRED TO ACCO~1PLI SH ABOVE

CP
CP

I



Tabte X:

DESIGN:
NSSS

CORE

BOP

LICENSING:

DEVELOPMENT
CORE

PHYSICS &
SHIELDlNG

SAFETY

COHPONENT

FY-79 I FY-80 I FY-81 I FY-82 \ FY-83 \ FY-84 \ FY-85

Complete
0

Complete Complete 70%
Design Preliminary 0 Engr'g Criti- c=>
Definition Design cal Systems

Complete

0
Complete 0Design Preliminary

Definition Design

0
Complete Complete 70% 0

Select AlE Preliminary 0 Engr'g Criti-
Design cal Systems

I

Start PSAR 0 File
0 0 File co

\0

& ER ER PSAR I

Complete o Complete
CFTL Prel. 0
Loop CFTL

Tests

Complete Complete
Grid Plate • Core Shielding 0
Shielding Analysis
Test

Complete

0
lnstall

Smart Test GRIST II 0. Test Train

Complete PCRV Clos. Tests Complete PCRV

0Circulator Test Facil1ty 0 Thermal

Schedule 44 Approval
Barrier Tests



Iable XI:

US GCFR FUNDING - FOUR YEAR FORECAST
(DOLLARS IN MILLIONS)

ElliAUEAR P.DJ.e SAEEIY I.QIAL.P.RQß.ßA

1977 13.5 3.3 16.8

1978 14.4 3.6 18.0 ,
\0

1979 21.1 4.6 25.7
0

1980 22.Jl -.62 2a&

TOTALS 71.4 17.7 89.1



I
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Table XII:
CORE DEVELOPf1ENT PROGRA~1

~

o FUEL AND MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT - ANL J GA (FRG)
o THERMAL-HYDRAULIC - ORNL J GA (SWISS J FRG)
o PRESSURE EQUALIZATION SYSTEM - GA (FRG)
o FABRICATION TECHNIQUES - GA (FRG)
o IN-PILE AND OUT-OF-PILE TESTING - ORNLJ ANL J GA (FRG J SWISS J BELGIUM)
o DESIGN AND ANALYSIS - ANLJ GA J ORNL (FRG J SWISS)

c.o.ril.M.CI.QR 19ZZ 19Zß. l.2Z.9. 19BU
GA 1910 1815 2940 4100
ANL 950 900 1100 1250
ORNL 1865 2250 4000 4500

o COMPLETE DESIGN AND START FABRICATION OF CFTL
o INITIATE BR-2 (HELM) EXPERIMErn
o FABRICATE AND IRRADIATE F-5 FUEL ASSEMBLY
oDETERMINE PROPERTIES OF IRRADIATED RIBBED CLADDING
o EVALUATE U-TH FUEL CONCEPTS
o COMPLETE POST IRRADIATION EXAt1INATION OF F-I J F-IO J AND GB-IO



Table XIII:

PHYSICS AND SHIELDING PROGRAM

~

o TOWER SHIELDING FACILITY EXPERIMENTS - ORNL~ GA (FRG)
o ZPR CRITICALS - ANL~ GA (FRG~ SWISS)
o METHODS DEVELOPMENT~ DESIGN AND ANALYSIS - ORNL~ GA~ ANL (FRG~ SWISS)

CQ.[[RAClQR 19ZZ l.9la l.9Z.9. J.Sa.Q

ORfJL 15fJ 600 875 750
ANL 150 100 100 100

I

\0
I\)

GA L~E5 1.~50 750 570

S

oPERFORM GRID PLATE SHIELDING EXPERIMENTS
o COMPLETE ANALYSIS OF ZPR CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS
o PLAN ENGINEERIl~G MOCKUP CRITICALS
o ALTERNATE CORE DESIGN STUDIES (PROLIFERATION RESISTANT CORES)
oPERFORM RADIAL SHIELDING EXPERIMEtJTS



Table XIV:

COMPONENTS l\ND SYSTEr~S PROGRAM

KE.Y..MIlY.lll.
o NSSS COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT - GA (FRG J AUSTRIA J SWEDEN J BELGIUM)
o NUCLEAR ISLAND DESIGN - A-E (FRG)
o REACTOR SYSTEMS ENGINEERING - GA (FRG)

CQllIEAllilR illl 1m 1m. l.9..8.O.
GA 2575 2650 5750 3000
A-E 0 100 400 500 \0

w

ORNL 150 150 168 210

o EVALUATE ALTERNATE DESIGNS AND SELECT REFERENCE US 300 MW(E) PL4NT DESIGN
oPERFORM CONCEPTUAL DES IGtJ STUD IES OF NSSS Cor1PoNE~nS

o INITIATE rJUCLEAR ISLAND DESIGN
o CONSOLIDATE US-FRG iJSSS DESIGNS INTO ONE COMMON REFERE~JCE DESIGN
oPERFORM SCALE r10DEL PCRV CLOSURE TESTS
o INITIATE CIRCULATOR TEST FACILITY CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
o COMPLETE CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF REFERENCE PLANT



Table XV:

GENERAL ATOMIC COMPANY SAFETY PROGRAM

fRQGRAM: GCFR SAFETY TEST PROGRAM

~: (IN THOUSANDS)

19Z6. 19l1 l.9Z8.
$ 100 $ 125 $ 1Q~

1m
$ 200

19.8.Q
$ 250

.
~~~L.J.....A...I~~~---oIo..ai..;t...>t..

19ZZ 0 COORDIrMTE THE GRIST-2 TEST ,4MONG GA.J ArJL AND EG&G

oDEFINE THE DMFT PROGRAr1 AT LASL

l.9.Z.a 0 PROVIDE PRELIMINARY GRIST-2 TEST ,l\SSEr1BLY DESIGN

o PLAN niE Dt1FT Arm DAC TESTS AT L4SL

l.9Z9. 0 DEVELOP DETAI LED GRIST-2 TEST PROGRAr'1

o ANALYZE AND INTERPRET DMFT AND DAC TEST RESULTS

J.9.8Q 0 DEFINE STEEL MELTING Arm RELOCATION TEST PROGRAM AT LASL

o CONTINUE GRIST-2 SUPPORT

I

\Cl
-i="



Table XVI:

GENERAL ATOMIC COMPANY SAFETY PROGRAM

e.RO.GJW1: GCFR REACTOR SAFETY" ENVIRONMENlAL AND RISK ANALYSIS

~: (IN THOUSANDS)

19Th
$ 205

19ZZ
$ 660

1m.
$ 58~

19Z.9.
$ 9L!5

19ß.Q

$1500

.
~~~...1.-*-L~~~~oLL..'

19ZZ 0 OVERALL GCFR SAFETY PROGRAM PLAN
o RELIABILITY ANALYSIS OF THE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL SYSTEM
o ASSESSMENT OF POST-ACCIDENT FUEL CONTAINMENT (PAFC) WITHIN THE PCRV

19Za 0 PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF THE LOSS OF DECAY HEAT REMOVAL ACCIDENT
o EVALUATION OF CORE CATCHER CONCEPTS
o ASSESSMENT OF PAFC EXTERNAL TO THE PCRV

19l9 0 IDENTIFY POTENTIAL DESIGN IMPROVEMENTS BASED ON RISK ANALYSIS RESULTS
o IDENTIFY R&D PROGRAMS TO REDUCE RISK UNCERTAINTIES
oDEFINE DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR PAFC

19ßU 0 PREPARE REVISED SAFETY PROGRAM PLAN
o SUBMIT LICENSING AMENDMENTS TO NRC FOR REVIEW
o ANALYZE NATURAL CIRCULATION CAPABILITY OF UPFLOW CORE

I

\0
\J1



Iable XVII:

ANL SAFETY PROGRAM

ffiQG.ßill1: GCFR SAFETY ASPECTS OF FUEL Ai-JD CORE

E.lill.D.lllli.: CI NTH OUSANDS )

19.Zli 19.Zl. 1m
$ 660 $ 700 $ 61Q

lill
$ 825

19B.U
$1000

.
~~~"""""""""""""'~:.A-L-~"'-'-'

illZ. 0 ANALYZE THE EFFECTS OF HIGH BURtJUP Arm ABSOP.BED HELIUM ON ACCIDENTS
o ANALYZE THE POST-ACCIDENT CORE DEBRIS BEHAVIOR (FUEL-GRAPHITE AND

FUEL-CONCRETE INTERACTIONS)
o COMPLETE HIGH PRESSURE~ FLOWING HELIUM~ DEH-TEST CHAMBER

19Za 0 DEMONSTRATE EFFECTS OF FUEL SWEEPOUT DURING HIGH-RATE TOP ACCIDENTS
o CDA ANALYSIS FOR AGCFR DEMO PLANT DESIGN

19Z9. 0 INTEGRATION OF EARLY LASL ,~ND ANL TEST RESULTS INTO ACCIDGH AI'JALYSES
o PRELIr1INARY DESIGNS ArJD TEST SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE GRIST-2 TEST TR.l\lNS

19QQ 0 MODIFY HOT CELL TO ACCOMMODATE TESTING OF IRRADIATED FUEL

I

\0
0\

I



Table XVIII:

L~SL SAFETY PROGR~MS

EY 1977
DUCT MELT AND FALL AWAY TESTS (DMFT) $ 270
DEPRESSURIZATION ACCIDENT (DAC)

EU.m
$ 600

40

FY 1979
$ 675

100

EY...l.9ßQ

$ 510
200

19ZZ 0 DESIGN TEST FIXTURES
o MATERIAL CHARACTERIZATION UNDER TEST CONDITIONS

19Za 0 EFFECT OF HE PRESSURE AND NATURAL CONVECTION ON FUEL MELT-DOWN
o CLADDING AND DUCT WALL MELT-DOWN BEHAVIOR

~ 0 RUN FULL LENGTH SUBASSEMBLY DMFT TESTS
o MODIFY FACILITY FOR GUARDED CORE MODULE TESTS
o REVISE TEST PROGRAM TO ACCOMMODATE NEW REFERENCE UPFLOW CO RE DESIGN

19SQ 0 COMPLETE FULL LENGTH SUBASSEMBLY TESTS
o COMPLETE CONSTRUCTIOU OF TEST FACILITY AND TEST LOOP
o RUN GUARDED CORE MODULE TEST

I

\0
---J



Table XIX:

SPS SITE SELECTION PROGRAM

1979
$ 0

1m
$ 280

~: PRELIMINARY SITE EVALUATION AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STUDY

~: (IN THOUSANDS)
tlU

$ 400

.
L-IL..I..>ot.~~.L..L..A..~~Iwü-L----...f..L-:>Lf-'

19Z1 0 SELECT RECor·1MENDED SITE AtlD n~o OR f10RE ALTERN/.\.TIVE SITES
o DETERfHr~E PRELIMIN,4RY SEISMIC ,~CCELER~TION AND FourmATION GEOLOGY
o ORDER AND ERECT METEOROLOGICAL TOWER; INSTALL AND CALIBRATE INSTRUMENTS

J

\0
CD

I

19Za 0 COLLECT ENVIRONMENTAL AND SITE-SPECIFIC DATA FOR PSAR CHAPTER 2
AND ER CHAPTER 2

~ 0 SITE EVALUATION WORK TERMINATED SOUTHWEST PUBLIC SERVICES WITHDREW SITE
OFFER



Table .l CORTRIl3UTIOliS OF .lUSTRll TO THE B'EA-GCFR R&Il PROGRAM
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1972 I 1973COMMENTS

work discontinued
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IIncluding beat treatment
lout"'1:>f-pile compatibilit
tests and examination of
the coating characteris
tics.
I

werk discontinued

OllJECTIVES

Development of a back-up
coating using metals or
alternative carbides.

Study of the possible
gross failure of cracked
particles by kemel swel
ling due to oxidation at
different burnup levels .

Investigation of the ef
feet of fission products
and Pu on the protective
S~02_layer on Sie coa
tmgs atotemperatures
800-1100 C•

To establish design cri
teria for GCFR particles
by investigation and
assessment of gas pres
sure, gas content and
free voltme in particles
at different burnups and
irradiation conditions •

Investigation of the in
fluence of high fast
dose in SiC properties.

In the PCPV a He-Loop
with process heat compo
nents will be tested.

To gain experience in the e vessel of 1.5 m i.d.
construction and perfor- and 8 m Lh. has a steel
mance of PCPV suited for lid and several 0.3"'1:>. 7m
gas cooled reactors with: Ld. penetrati"ons. Stead:
_ a ''hot liner" in direct state and ~ing pres-

contact with the co _ sure and he~tmg tests ~te
lant at max.300-3508C; rfol'lJJ7d Wl.th water, a~'

_ a coolant design pres- and hehUIII.
sure of 100 bar er the construetion 0

the PCPV, preliminary
tests on concrete had to
Ibe perfonned. Experinent
\at 100 b~ and with hot
19as (300 C, 100 bar) are
carried out.

~
. th an electrical heat,e
f 1 M'l the He is heated

t8 a temperature of
1000 C at 100 bar. At th,
utlet of the steam gene

ratorthe g~ is cooled
0WIl to 300 C.

KOSS
ME

WITT
RS

KOSS
ME

PROKSQ
CH

PROKSO
CE

PROKSO
CH

WITT
RS

NEMET
RFB

RESPOlf,
snLE

ACTIVITY

•5 Measurements of
thermal expansion
coefficient of SiC.

b. Coated particle
develClpllent

b.l Fabrication studies
of GCFR particles
with alternative oute'
coatings instead of
SiC.

.2 Out"'1:>f-pile study of
the effect of an oxi
dising coolant (C02)
on craeked GCFR par
ticles.

•3 Out"'1:>f-pile studies
on the compatibility
of broken GCFR
particles at high
burnup on adjacent
SiC-coated particles.

•4 Experinental and theo
retical study on the
pressure build up in
GCFR particles.

•Z Construction and
testing of canponents
in a He-Loop.

~ . Prestressed concrete
vessel-beliUIII station

.1 Construction and
testing of a large
prestressed concrete
vessel (PCPV) model
with hot liner.

, I I __.'. ' __ !
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Table ]I CONTRIBUTIONS OF BELGIUM TO THE NEA-GCFR R&D PROGRAM

Coordinator : J. PLANQUART C.E.N/S.C.K. - MOL

ACTIVITY RESPON~ OBJECTIVES
SIBLE

CO}U1ENTS 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 11979 1980 11981 1982 1983

,4. Carbide Fuel LA.

,4. I. Fabrication develop- r~i:~S-1Fabrication processes
ment.
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eSiltngtud'

To have material with
lower swelling rates and
better ductility than
for austenitic stainless
steels.

Up to IIOO·C

700·C inside peak temp.:
(U,Pu) oxide

-Adapt (U,Pu)C fabrica
tion line;

-Increase production
capacity.

In collaboration with
nG
(see point 1.3. of table
4).

Target burn-up
> 100,000 MWdlt

Up to 100,000 MWd/t
1000 W.cm- I •

6 twin pins including 2
Wipac pins from EIR.

700 W.cm- I

Optimization of powder
preparation and fabricatior
parameters.

-Control and measurement
of impurities in helium

-High temperature tech
nology

-Friction and fretting
tests.

-Demonstration of the
feasibility of a vented
pin assembly and the
corresponding fission
product trapping system.

Comparison of various fuel
types

Capsule behaviour
Compatibility swelling

Fuel pin testing in
flowing Na

Fast flux experiment with
3 (U,Pu)C pins

J.J.HUETITo develop a canning and
structural ma~erial for
fast reactor conditions

P. VAN
ASBROECK

IA·FALlA

!
.VMMA5-
ENHOVE

•VANlJER
TRAETEN

of vente
BR2 .KXlNS

Irradiation of 12
vented fuel pins in
BR2
Irradiation
fuel rod in

I. Ferritic stainless
steels

1.1. Thin walled tube
development

1.2. Irradiation tests

1.3. Irradiation of fuel
pins .in BR2.

2. Helium Technology

2. I. Helium loop "HE I"
(Out of Pile)

3. I.

3. Fuel assemblies

f.2. Irradiation tests

a) POK-Type capsules
(pellets) (in BR2)

b) CIRCE type experi
ments (in BR2)

c) MFBS irradiation
(in BR2)

d) Dn irradiation

13.2.

5. Other programs (p.m.)
- Development of coated

particles
- Hot-spot effects on

particle bed.
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~a1l1. CH COITRlBUTIOBS OF SWITZEIlLANIl1'O '!Hi: DA-GCPIl B&J) PROGRAl'I

Coordinator I Dr. G. Markoczy
Sviss Federal Institute of Reactor Research
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CQllKi;:NTS

Measurements of vel.o
city. pressure drop.
shear stress. turbu
lence iJ1tensity and
Jrixing in siDple
channel. geometries.

Experiments in air
and C02 vitb single rod
(annul.ar geometry).

Experi.ent vitb air in
annular seometry mea
suring disturbed and
undisturbed be...t trans
fer coefficients.

Cal.cul.&tions vitb
dirrerent computer
codes and cOlllplLrison
of resul.ts vitb ..,...
sured iJ1fo..-tion

Synthesis of tbe run
dalllental. pbenOllleDY iJ1
the ea-prebensive tber
-.l-iQ"dra.ul.ic desi~

codes.

Bund1e experi.ents vith!
sir under low pressure
cODditions. Analytical
.edel. devel.opaent.

OBJEC'!I'JES

GeFR core beat transfer

and fluid flow studies

in order to develop

analytical lIIOdels for

tbe prediction of tbe

temper...ture and pressure

distribution in the

GeFR tuel ele.ents.

RESPOB·
SIBLE

Hudin...

Hudina

Barroye

Hudina

Hudina
Barroye l1
Huggen
berger

ifIudina

4~IYITT

l..:1 s..rfll.Ce roughness
performance
iJ1vestigations

1. COBE IIEAT TMNSFER
AJID FLUID FLOW

1.2 Analysis of sub
channel flow struc
ture and cool.ant
"mring-

l..1a Grid sp&cer messure
drop investigations

1.3 IaTestigation of
grid spacer effect
ca tbe local he...t
transfer

l..5 Computer codes
l!e7el.opment
CLlJllET
sauxP

l..6 BeDebBark
c:aJ.euJ....tions

l..1 Code verification
tests

:Hudin...

Cont.

Experimental veriric...
tion of tbe computer
codes be dectrially
beated instrumented
.u.tiple rod bundl.e
tests. Different bundl.e
ge..etries vitb ~b
end rough surfaees of
the rods under in
_stigation •

I
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Cont of'Table CH COBTRIBUTIOI'S OP Switzerland~ THE BA-Gen MD PROGRAM

Coordinator I Dr. Georg !"!arkö::::zy
Swiss Federal ~nstitute of Reaetor Research

2.2. Lattice with high ~iemendl reaetivity ..orths.
steel content.
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COMKt:NTS

Stean was simulated by
hydragenous plastie.

The measurarents were
used to eheck the cap
ture eross-sections
cf struetural materials

ABC contral rad. a
depieted UD eolumn and
a sub-ass~lY wrapper
were insented sueees
sively and their ef
fects on reaetion rate
distributions was
ireasured.

OBJEC'fITES

data sets and ealeu-

lation methods throug

neutron speetra and

measurements of neu-

RESPOl'·
SIBLE

iemendlValidation of nuelear

ACTIVI'l'Y

2.3. Lattiee with "power Riemend
reaetor features"
on eentral axis.

2.5. Measurement of ~iemenl
K-infinity by the
null reaetivity
method.

2. ~VTRON PHYSICS I'EA

~f'ENTS IN TI-E

PROTEUS CRITICAL

ASSEI'BLY.

2.1. Measurarents in ~iemendltron reaetion rates.
typical GCFR lattieE

2.4. Studies of the ~iemenc
stean entI)' acciden

2.6. Iron shield beneh- ~iemenl
mark measurarents.

The shield was plaeed
abave the GCFR zone of
PROTEUS.

1-+-4-

2.7. Measurarents in a IRiemen
depleted UD2 axial
blanket.

2.6. Measurements in ~iemenc
thoriun-bearing
lattiees

80th Th02 and thorium
metal eonfigurations
ware investigated

Cant.
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Cont ot ~abl. eR COITRIBUTIOllS OFSWITZERLAND 'fO TlIB D.l-GCFR R&D PROGRA

Coordinator I Dr. G.Markoczy
Sviss Federal Institute o~ Reactor Researe
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COMKENTSOBJECTIVES

Assess.ent o~ alternate
tue1 cyc1es.

To provide access to cur
rent basic data 1ibra
ries. To test and improve
data anci codes.

Determination o~ steam
entry e~~ect. neutron
streuti.ng e~~ect. etc.

Asses~nt or the errec
tiveness or various
neutron absorbers.

Wydler

Vydler

Vydler

Vydler

Vydler

RESPOll·
SIBLE

3. JUCLEAll PERFORMANCE
.uD SAFETI STUDIES

.lCTIVI'l'Y

3.2 Investigation o~

sarety parameters.

3.1 Pbysics code deve
lopaent and vali
dation.

3.3 Fue1 cyc1e studies.

3.4 Study o~ GCFR core
noodint; ~or tue1
chansins and e.ersen
cy core coo1int;.
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Cont of ~.ble CH COll'l'RIBUTIOi'rS OF S'JITZERLANlltO TIlE ßA-GCFR ll&D PROGlWl:

Coordinator I Dr. G. Markoczy
Sviss Feder&! Ins"itute or Reactor Research
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1972 I 19HCOMH<;.:rrs

In collaboration vith
SCK/cr:tl Mol

In collaboration vith
K!'K

OBJEC'l'ITBS

Preliminary studies <Xl

vaste hand1.ing lIDd re
cycle

Completion or PIE and
Report

Irradiation or oor or
tvo pins type Mol III
K5

Carry out PIE or
DIDO-III 1'uel test

Detailed parameter
tests on {UPU)C sphere
pac f'uel..

As previously

Demonstration or 1'uel
quality IUld raising or
throughput.Fabrication
or 1'uel ror irrad.tests

RZSPOIJ
SIBLE

Smith

Bischor'

Stratto

Stratto

Stratto[

HauSlD8IlIl

Stratton
taischorf

~.5 PIE or DFR Irrad.

J.CTIVITY

10.6 KlamiDatiOll or
(upu)c recycle

I>.~ Irradiation test in
11I-2

4.2 SI.PHIR CAPSULE
:IBlWlIATIOllS

4.3 DIDO Irradiations

4.1 Fabrication or
Carbide 1'uel par
ticles

1>. Ile'ft:l~nt or
Carbide Fuel

4. T Preparation ror
buDdle tests

Stratto Test or (UPulc under
Fast Fl.ux

liith roreign partner
{restrictedl M,~i~!Tt*I'n.II

I I

I I

I
luza



Table D COHTRIBUTIONS OF FRG TO THB HEA-GCFR R&D PROGRAM

Coordinators: X. Dalle Donne, KfK. S. Kravczynski, KFA
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Compatil,i"J.ity' experim('h~f
hctwe~" cFide fuel 3nd I

vario\ls "'i.addinr.s. t

C':13ddinr; corrosion ex·· I
perimcnr, at relatively ~

lov impud ty leve 15. I

CO~üßNTS

Experiments in hir,h
pre~su~'e hel ium loop 01

with mouels in air rig
3t atmosphe~ic ~ressu~e.

Experiments in ~ater

loop (measuremen~~ ci
~pac~r p:css~~e drop) or\
in ~lr L1V wlth three
rrur,h rod; -(!!ernp. dis tri!
~utton).· ,

Experiments in air rigs
vith single rough rods f
in smooth tubes.

Heasurements of dra~

coefficients·and velo.it
rrofile vith sin~lr "nd
repeated roughness ribs.

~le3surements of velo('ity
profiles and pressure
drop over roa~h surfacest

Corle dev~lopment for I
eva.luation of tests lJith,
clusters and detaile~ I
fuel element calculatioll".

Cl.dding (smooth and
rou~h) and fuel corro-

1
5ion tests with helium
ith re.:~ively high
mounts of H20 and H2'

tontinucs

OBJECTIVSS

mproved accuraey in the
~rediction of perfor~nce

~ata for different roughen
jing ~eometries in.CIUdin~

re~ rou?h surface types.

R;;;SPON~
SI:3LE

K.Reh:nef
A.Hassan

.l.7 ~olrosion e~~eri- ILeistik~

~ents in helium at
a knovn level of
irn~urit.ies.

Basic data for cladding
fuel and coolant specifi
c:ltions.

,2.1 l"uel-cLld comr"tibi~schumac~er
lity

.2.3 Invest ir,Hions on ISchwnacller
the effect on fuel
rods of higher
amo~nts of steam in
the helium coolant

.2 ~terial Tests

EX'Dcrinents-------

ACTIVI:'Y

1.1 He.lt Tr~nsfer-------

1 Fucl F.lc~ent Develonmen---------.---

1.1.6 Effect of spacers
on pre~sure drop
and ternpcrature
distributio:t On
rour.n rods

I. I. I He.t Trdnsfer Ex- l~l. Dalle
perime:lts \o1i th Rou~: Donne
:l.ods in Annuli

I. 1.2 ~!easurements in the IL.~leyer

vind channel

1.1.) ~'easurements in thelBaumann
"Jater loo!,

1.1.4 Develop:nent of a J.larcellil!
computer pro~r"m fo Cevolan
rough clusters

1.1.5 Exreriments vith IK. Rehme
rod clusters



<:07:( of Table D CO!r~TIIBLj'rrORS OF F Re TO TH; ~~A-GCFR R&D PROGRAM

Coordinator.. tl. Dalle Donne, KfK, S. Kra'-'Czynski, KFA

1.3 Irradiation exneri~t~

Krug, fcrradiation of three sing~
Kra~- ented fuel-rods yith con
czynski tamined He (H20 etc.).
(KFA) ,
Langer.
etal.
(GA)

The bundle of 12 SS-clad~~~~~7f~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
mixed oxide fuel pins
yith 450 y/cm peak ra-
tin~ is being irradiated
at 6800 C clad mid yall
hot spot temperature up
to 60000 ~d/t reak bur
up in a helium loop at
6MPa.

ACTIVITY

1.3.1 BR2-Irradiation
(HEL~)

1.3.2 GSII-Experiments

2. Design and Safety
Studies

2. I Karl"sruhe - Jül ich
KIIU Studv

2.1.1 Developmeot ~= a
computer code to in
vestigate the dyna
mic behaviour of a
CCFR yith a steam
turbine.

RESPOll
SIELE

Kru~,

Krav
czynski
(KFA) ,
Stehle
(Kl'IU) •

Dalle
Donne,.
Geltz
mann,
Kraw
czynski

Will!elm

OBJECTIVES

:DC!rnonstration of ehe fea-
sibility of a vented pin

assembly and of the corre~

'ponding fission product
trapping system.

~esign of a 1000 MWe eCFR
plant under consideration
of safety problems in the
context of current prac
tice in iicensing cf LWR.
HTR and UlFBR. Des ign of
alternate concepts for a
300 MWe a"d a I 200 ~lWe pro
cotvp plant.
DiR"ita·1 computer code for
accident analysis

COMXZKl'S 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 11979

I
1980 1981 1982 11983
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2.1.2 Cooling of the cor10alle
melt caused by a Donne,
core melt-down Dorner
accident

Containment of the core+
plankets molten mass vith
in reactor cavity in PCRV.

Ic;ll

2.1.4 Energy release cal-IJacobs
culation. by hypo- +1 Eisk.1 Pt':<f!1.lcts

cU t .1 -li th ~i

119tT,

t1vlbfnFhr1rkt".r-,

i~hcju~ N-*sjs.
rddJds

(te~mjnh ~-"flCl.

~"d i~ ~a Leu],.

N!.u!tt1(l1~isemannlDetermination of neutron
iefhaber stre3ming effects in reac

tivity coefficient5 and
of reactivity variations
du~ to steam entry in core
region.

F.v~luation of enerRY re
lease, fuel temperature
and eHects· on PCRV inte
~rity due to reactor ex
cursion caused bv fast
ej~etion of a .er•• rod.

2.1.3 Neutron streaming
effects and stea.m
entry reactivity
calculations



Table P CONTRIBUTIONS OF FRANCE TO THE NEA-GCFR R&D PROGRAM

Coordinator : M M ROBIN DEDP/CEA CEN/ SACLAY

ACTIVITY RESPON- OBJECTIVES CO~lMENTS 1912 1913 1914 1915 1916 1911 1918 1919 1980 1981 1982 1983SIBLE

F.1 Coated particle fuel C.MDREAU Dptimization of coating I i I I I 1
1

deve1opment ::;

I I 'I II , I '
1.1. Coat~ng design I ; " I I i '

studm i ! I ! ; I I I

1.2. Coating fabri- Dptimization of coating I : i . I I' I I ' I !

cati on parameters; improvement I I! I ' ~, i ' I !

of SiC layer I ; : ' : ' , ~G 5 1 I I I : i I

irradiation RAG exposure fo~ dlffer~nt ended on ~larch 1975 ;, 1 "I' I ' I I! "
Party test coated partlcle deslgns ! I , I !' I i I ! ; i : I ,

1.4. RAG Party PIE - Failure fraction 2 UKAEA batches survivec I; I ! f i '-1"- ; ! I' i i i 1I i.
measurements 3.1022 l).cm-2 I :! I!! i 1

1

I I , ',I
- Mode of failure I' ! Ff, 1~6 F'/ I I ~ / 0 : ' : I ! 1

1
I: I

F.2 Coated particle fuel R.BUJAS I I ,I ,~ i i I I I I 1 I
assembly techno1°9Y .MALHER E I I 1 I I! I ! I I!! I i : ! I I I

i i I . : I I ' I I' , I I I
2.1. Design Improvement of the basket :, : i I I 'i I I! i I I

design IS~E~ 17 3:"5t!~!E1 Tl7 -~9 I ,I 1

2.2. Feasabil ity Mock-up machining and ! ! I I I~ ll~ I ~ J I ' . I I
assembling I ' ~,Ci74 h1 I Sb....., .. 7 - 0' ! ' : I. " ' ~r 1'" , I F'!''' I" , 1 I 'I

2.3. Out of pile Experlmental measurement I· ! , .- l' I I I
tests of pressure drops IErf 3 3Ja! i: ItEMT7I-,9 I E n'-<34 ,E 7 5~ NtA F / 1) ! ,j I

i ! I I I ' I
F.3 Pin fuel assembly I I ! 1 I! I I

3.1. Feasability of .BALLAGNY - Release of fission pro Feasability O.K. I ..+- I I'

an instrumented ducts ou~ o.f vented pl.n I I ! ' i
irradiation - Trap efflclency studles I I i I

test in Rapsodie , j : I'
3.2. Out-of-pile .MALHER E ~~' , I

tests Preliminary study of a !
full scale fuel elem~nt ! j
test in Carmen II circuit I

I

'----- ...._J______ 19 6 '

o
-.1



Table J COBTRIEUTI01'l'S OF J APAJ: TO THE IIEA-GCPR R&D PROGRA1'I

Coordinator I Mitsuho Hirata, JAERI

2.2 Irradiation of coatedlKaZumi
particle fuels in Iwamoto
thermal reactor. (FIAL)

4 Core performance and
safety studies

4.1 Reactor physics exp- IHideo
eriment and analyses. Kuroi

(FRPL)

1 Material development

1.1 Investigation of ITatsuo
corrosion and rubbing Kondo
effects on roughened (HEL)
pin in moist He

Investigation of hydrau- IUSi,ng turbulence pro-
lics and heat transfer moter. pressure drop
characteristics of rough- and distribution of
ened pins. local heat transfer

coefficients are studies

o
Q:l

1963

I'I !
I:

I

I

I!
i i

1
1

198219611960

1

I 1

1

I 11 i
i I I !I : ;

i 1II

'I·'tlll :
I
I

u.

1976 11979

Il2l
-32

~;J fll

..:1: I1j!!L3

~t-:<l2

J

/!PHI
I

I
I

jp·hi 1Jp~~3 .124 1iJ.-i8

1977

IJptJ.\5
I

~tl
I
I

1976

1~()7

1n'~97
8

1~~71

1.J.~7

1975

~~+
I
I,

,J-1l5

~Cl5

jrP~obi~
- 0711
-"3 1

1n'~015

1974

~J!03

l~

jP!t

~~o
~-+O

~!O

I I1-;:FFrffiffif~' '+

I,

1973

4Jl

111

4J2

I
I
I

1;2
i

I

I
I
I

2'1
1

I I
1

1 I

2i2
I
i
i

3t

1972COMMENTS

ABsessment of Pu-U and
U-Th fuelled GCFRs
including their fuel
cycle.

Corrosion behaviour with
particular emphasis be
ing placed on morpholo
gy of reaction surfaces
for coolant corrosion
in static and circulat
ing moist He environ
ment.

Use of uranium oxide
kernal with PyC buffer
and ZrC or ZrC-C comp
osition.

Irradiation in He in
pile loop. OGL-l. with
the material testing
thermal reactor, JMTR.

Corrosion. fatigue,
creep and irradiation
effects on mechanical
properties of super
alloys are also inves
tigated.

Power distribution.
streaming effect and
steam ingression reac

itivity worth are mea
sured and analysed.

OBJECTIVES

Investigation of special
features of GCFR core.
Co improve accuracy in
prediction of core per
formance and safety-re
lated physics parameters.

Finding a credible and
economical eolution to
problems of GCFR core.

Investigation of irradi
ation performance of
coated particles under
He gas flow.

Investigation of process
of ZrC or alternative
coating.

Evaluation of commercial
and experimental super
alloys for use particul
arly on mechanical and
chemical stabilities.

Basic data of compatibi
lity of cladding materi
als with moist He and of
effects of spacer-pin
interactions.

RESP01'l'
SIELE

Hiroyuk
Yoshida
(FRDL)

Yoshizo
Okamoto
(HTL)

Kazumi
Iwamoto
(FIAL)

Tatsuo
Kondo
(HEL)

ACTIVITY

4.2 Core performance and
fuel cycle analyses.

2.1 Study of improved
coated particle fuel

3 Thermohydraulic study

3.1 Thermohydraulic test
ing and evaluation
of representative
roughended pin.

2 Coated particle develop'
ment

1.2 Property evaluation
and modification of
potential alloys for
higher temperature
uses.

Continues

I I ,_._____ '___ I I I I I I I 1 I I I I I I 11 j I I I I I I I I I~ I 11 J I I I I I I I I I I I I
1m.



'labIa J COBTRIBUTIOl'lS OF JUAI TO TU IU-GCn R&D PROG!W'I

Coordinator I Mitsuho Hirata. JAERI

irOYUkilEstabliShment ofcurrent ~rvey of safety requi-
Yoshida status and trend with ement and investigation
(FRDL) regard to accepted safety f engineering safe-

principles for LMFBR and ards through DBA.
HTGR.

Abreviation for laborator~s performing GCFR
work at JAERI

: Materials Engineering Lab

: Fuel Irradiation and Anal sis Laboratory

: Heat Transfer Laboratory

: Fast Reactor Physics Labo tory

: Fast Reactor Design

: Office of Planning, eadquarters

o
'ü

19831982

I1

I !
I !

I !

11 i

I ' :I ,

I .
i :

1
1

I

19811980

! I

I i
1

1 I
! !

i i
I[
! I

11

1

'

1979

1.rt-~9l4

1975 I 1976 I 1977 I 19781974

I
,nl!, 4 p!~ pr~C7 0 ~

I c" X - 5 n -" j-

t ~ V 1
1
+ i- ~r° lJ.E - 3 JPrO T.Ff-C7 13: - 5 ~H-2 0 J - 6

I I I
1

1

I I I i !, I I

; I 1-, I I I I i

- : 1 I -

! I I I II I I i

I I

i

I
i
I

I 111

:I
!

413

I
I

~I

1972 I 1973COMMENTSOBJECTIVES

Coordination and annual
progress report

RESPON
SIBLE

iM:ltsuho
i1urata

(OP)

MEL

FIAL

RTL

FRPL

FRDL

OP

~

ACTIVITY

4.3 Safety studies and
related R&D works

5. Coordination of GCFR
works

11111'IIJII'IIIIII'JIJIII~IIIJIIIIIIJJI'11
I --L I - -- _--..1.--._._ 1978



Table 11' CO;f;lRIBUTIONS 01' NETFr,HLANDS TO IiEA-GCFR R&D PROGRAM

Coordinator I R.A. van der Laken

3 Miecellaneous

1.Cladding development!
ror pin fuel

-"
-"
o
I

1983

I'
I
I

1982

TI
I;

li
i
i

I ,
I I
I

1980 11981
T

I I
I i
I '

, I ! '

1

I i
I '

I '

I
! II I

I
1

11 i

1918 119191911

1
!

i I1 i

1912 I 1913 1914 1915 I 1916

, 1

1Mrp

,Ir I
I i

!
R~NTN' 14
R.N~ > /~

RqNt' A/2 I
RQN,-N;Ef1 I R Nf-~4/t1

:t i I , I :,

I 'I i I I l i I jll
! 1 1i i'H~ '171 i ..~'!'j/j.
I I! ~, J! :! ~ I
, RCJ+-,.~'Fa/ IRI Nj,m:r I I',i I '11' tlEA Ic

i I I I
:: I I i
'I I
I I

COMMENTS

304L and 316L alloys
irr~diated at 100 and
500 C to 3x1020n/om2
(E 1MaV)

Ra 1-5x105
....all tamp 1500 C

(Table 6 (H) was
prapared by the Techn
Coordinator 1919-02)

Rt

OBJECTIVES 1
I

To study meobanical
properties after irra
diation of 0.1-15ppm

10B containing samples

Codes dsvelopment based
on experimental and
ane.lytical work

Safety analys~s(inol.
hot spots eto)

RESPON
SIBLE

Abnormal condi
tions

Rough surfaces

ACTIVITr

2.1

2.2

I

I 2 Thermohydraulice

I
I
i
i
I

i

I1

I

I
I

1
1

,

I : 111 I

I

I



Table S CONTRIBUTIONS OF SWEDEN TO THE NEA-GCFR R&:D PROGRAM

Coordinator : Gottfried Vieider, Reino Ekholm
Studsvik Bnergiteknik AB,S-611 82,Nyköping

ACTIVITY RESPON·
SIBLE

OBJECTIVES COMMENTS 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 11979 1980 11981 1982 1983

1 Pin development

2 Coated particle dev. I Ulf ILead exp to the irradi- gto 13GJ/g (150MWd/
~unfora ation of GCFR prototype ) burnup in contin

particles in Rapsodie. ously ewept and fisa
Investigation of the in- on product monitored
fluence of particle da- apsules.
sign and production on
the performanoe.

bOlof IPrevention of Pu migr~ ~nfluence of Pu and Ce
pind\ec* tion. ralences. Structure ane

hermal studies. Irrad

3 Puel cycle assessmen~K2as
irlow

1.3 Studies of turbu- ~BjÖrn
lent flow in rod jell-
bundles. ström

......
->

3~'"

la6

, ~

I~-I2

I

I
I

-~ltf~~i+PPrlt

I:~~st~

(.rrhplft

I~
SW-l1

Ist~

00fff
rn

IJ~5:;

rJL

111111111,:rl~Cln

A 2D fuel cycle code
with ENDF/B-III data.
Input provided b7
GBRA.

Influence of interest
rate and Pu pricee.

Connection btw U-de
mand and breeder fuel
cycle parameters.

Comparison of the nucl.
performance characteria
tice of GCFR and LMFBR
cores including blanket
opt1mization.

Para.metric study of fuel
cycle coste.

Breeder performance and
power growth patterns.

Study of compatibility i8 mm OD pins of mix
problems due to pp at- d oxide fuel with 316
tack on the clad. Inter s ~Sandv1k 5R60HV) at
and introgranular preci 00 C clad inside wall
pitation and densities 50kW/m, thermal i~
are varied. 0 about 6.5GJ/g (75

d/kg)

Studies of velocity and
temperature distributi
ons in rod bundles.

Tord IInvestigations of the SE

Jonsson clad performance in F~

to predict failures.

Creep, ewelling an,
ductili ty studies
of irradiated ss
and creep studies
of U02•

3-pin JraX-capsule I Ronald
irradiation in R-2 ~orayth

1.4 Stabilization of
mixed oxide fuel.

1.2

1.1

Continues

1979 Continiles



Table S CONTRIBUTIONS OF SWEDElI' TO TEE NEA-GCFR R&D PROGRAM

Coordinator : Gottfried Vieider, Reino ßknolm
Studavik Energiteknik AB, S-611 82, Nyköping

4 ShankarlDemonstration of the
':':::-?"~~~""f=~~"'~r.enon feasibili ty of high pre

saure PCRVs b,. studies
of safet,. and manufae
turing problems on largE
models at 8.5MPa design
pressures.

Reino IOther activities in the ICoordination work,
Ekholm support of the GCFR dev. progress and status

reports etc.

-'
-'
f\)

tül.~·hl"'2

,~etl["

IJ~·st-hE1w+1"'~~tE~

"m~~~

1972 1973 1983

2 i'..... I I",,,

lil~'
I 1

C

COMMENTS

Tests at Norwegian
Teehnieal University
of Trondheim.

The GBRA-GCFR vessel
has aperforated bot
tom slab.

OBJECTIVES

Pressurization of spe
cial models to failure
to determine local safe,
ty factors in lid and
bot tom slab areas.

Werforated bottom sl~
~s and variations of

id design in 1:10 sc~

e are tested to 40MPa

Performance tests of a~ests of a PCRV model
system relieving coolan with simulation of
pressures into the con- iner cracks of diffe
erete to provide a d rent sizes.
sign basis for such
venting systems.

Demonstration cf the de
sign's feasibilit,. with
regard to tolerances on
a nearl,. full scale mo
del.

Study of the mode of
failure and of the s~

fet,' faetors.

RESPON
SIBLE

ACTIVIT':

5 Miseellaneous

4.4 High pressure test
on small models.

4.3 Manufacturing test
in apart of a bot
tom slab with a
large number of
penetrations to be
positioned at a
high accurac,..

4.2 Liner venting sys
tem tests.

4.1 Pailure tests of
lids and botto...
slabs.

1979
I



Table UX CONTRIBUTIons OF UK TO THB NEA-GCFR R&D PROGRAM

Coordinator
FlJEL AND MATERIALS INVZSTIGATIONS

J. Smith

RESPOll
SIDLE

(b) Irradiation and PIi! G.V.
of coated particlelHorsley
fuel

(a) Coated particle I G.W.
fuel specification Horsley
end manufacture

2. Materia1s compatibilit;

(a) GCFR materia1s - I J.E.
coolent compatibi- Ant:ilJ
iit)" review

w

19831982

Tl
I !
I '

\ I :

11

i ! ;

I I i
I I:
i I

! i11'

I
I

1980 11981

I

I
I I

I I I

! .

I

i'

I 1III

i

1978 119191971

1
!

1976

"T

I

I
I
I

i

1915

I I

I
I

1974

I1

11

-i
i

1973

,.
!
I

,

I

~ i

TI

!I
I .,

\
I

I \ I
I . ,
I • I
! ' .

1972

i
! i I

I . I
~I-!-,-
I :
I

CO~lMENTS

The burn-up capability
has been demonstrated
in thermal reactors.
Irradiation in fast
reactors reached
1.3.1022 EDN

Pyrolytic SiC expands
by...-1.3% in vol. at
5.1022 EDN at 5OO0 C
vith a lossin strength
of 14':

Design modification
accommodated areas of
concern vhere possible.
Further experimental
programme initiated

..., 1 mm clia porous
spherical (U,Pu)02_X
particles successfUlly
coated vith porous PyC
and glabrous SiC layers

OBJECTIVES

To eva1uate status of
exieting knovledge end
identift potential proble
areae in GCFR designa

To examine the infiuence
of fast dose on the physi
cal end mechanical proper
ties of pyrolytic silicon
carbide

To produce high packing
hensity coated particle
uel consisting of porous

~
l_route (U,Pu)02_x fuel

ernels enveloped in
ccessive coatings of

orous PyC end high densit
glabrous SiC

o demonstrate the ability
of the fuel to vithstand a
/burn-up of .,,100 GWD/te at
temperatures up to 10000 C
:vith an associated fast
dose of 6.1022 EDN

B.E.
Sheldon

ACTIVITY

(c) Aasessment of fast
dose damage to
coating materia1s

1. FI1el development

(b) Coated particle I K.J.
fuel-coolant inter~Bennett
action

To examine iDfluence of
fission recoil damage.
simulating fast fluence.
upon both the passivg oxi
dation of SiC at 950 C an,
the transition betveen
active and passive oxida
tion at 850-95OOC

Slight enhancement in
passive attack unlikely
to affect outer particl,
layer integrity. Irra
diation had no signifi
cant influence upon the
miniJllum temperature of
onset of active corro
sion or the active
passive transition
pressure over tempera
ture range examined

(c) Containment allo:r -I K.J.
C02 _coolant com- Bennett
paubilit;r

To exam:ine influence of
fission recoil damage;
simulating fast nuence
upon the oxidation of a
20/25/Nb steel in oxygen
at 85QOc.

Fast nuence wUld pro
bably have no signifi
cant effect on oxida
tion behaviour in CO2

I ~ __--IIl-__I.
_._.~-~

__..1.- Cont.
. - .._- --~ -~ ~-- 1918

i



Cont. of Table llX CONTRIBiJTIO~lS OF UK TO THE NEA-GCFR R&D FROGRAM

Coordinator
I!EAT TRANSFER A1lD FLUID FLO\~

J. Smith

D WilkielDemonstrate the limita
tions of upvara flo....
designs

: ' 111J I I I I I 11 I I! 1\1

1
I ! :

: I I I :
! !" I I i

I ': 1\ I ' ,
i i I; I. I! , ! I

1

i
I I I I. J ,I.
I J' I " , I -H I
I I , ,,, 11I · I \ I Repol~ I I

i 'I' : I i I I Ut-t-i-
:', I 'I ' " I II I i ' ''. , I

'; I I I i ~~~L!
. J I I I! I I I 1 ;I: I ! : ,

I i I I I,I I I I I
' I I i I '; ! I i
i I I I -J--rI

I , I' .': I

r i i I II I I I I I I I 11 I f-po~ i
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 11 I I . I ~ I' I '-:-

ACTIVITY

1. Stability of flo.... in
particle beds

2. Beat transfer vithin
particle beds

:3. Heat transfer from
roUghened surfaces

(a) measurements of
friction factor
in roughened
clusters

(b) general correla
tion of flo.... and
heat transfer data

(c) application of
data to practical
casss

14. Beat transfer from rod
clusters

(a) computer programme
development

(b) 7 pin clusters
vith smooth,
transverse ribbed
and helical ribbed
eurfaces.

(c) 36 piD clusters
v1th transverse
ribbed and helical
ribbed surfaces

RESPON
SIELS

11

11

"

OBJECTIVES

Determination of heat
transfer vithin particle
beds due to flo.... through
bed
Beat transfer bet....een a
particle bed and solid
and perforated boundaries

Frovide basic data for thE
selection of optimum heat
transfer surfaces.
Provide methods for calcu
lation of heat transfer iI
an,. type of flo.... passage

Frovide a method for cal
culating temperatures
throUghout cluster fuel
elements and provide ex
perimental. contu--tion

cmU1ENTS

Work discontinued as
need for design changes
became apparent

Studies carried out to
support tube in shell
and particle loaded pin
concepts

Continue vork to
improve understanding
of pin fuel assemblies

Continue vork to
improve understanding
of pin fuel essemblies

1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977

I,,

1978 11979 198011981 1982

I r
I

I :
I '
, :

I
I

I :
i I, '
I I'

I I I

I
I
I

1983

-...
-...
+:-

I

I I I ._.. _ I h _

15. Effect of boved pins
in clusters

(a) single pin tests
vith 6IDooth,
transverse and
helical ribbed
surfaces.

(b) 7 pin cluster
tests vith trans
verse ribbed and
helical ribbed
eurfaces

11 Pronde a method for cal
culating the temperature
changes due to pins bovinl
up to touching iD graups
of 2, 3 or 4

Important further
development for pin
assemblies

CODt.

jaeport

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ I , I-J~- I I

i
1978



COAt. O~ Table VK' COHTRIBUTIONS Or' UK

Coord1n:l.tor I J. Smith
ruEL AND ~!AT::RIAI.S INVESTIGATIO::S (Continued)

TO TUe: NJ::A-GCFR R4D PROGilA!'l

(d) Contaillment allo;y -j !'l.J.
wet helium coolantlBennett
compatibilit;y

(e) Containment allO;y-1 M.J.
coated Iuel par- ,Bennett
ticle compatibili-
t;y

(t) Compatibility and I A.N.
tribology loop Knowlee
teflte - vented pin
eystema

I
I

ACTIVI'!'Y' R2SPOJ
SB:":; I

OBJEC'l'IV=:S

To examine the oxida"tion
behaviour of Fecralloy,
20/25/Nb stainless steels
and nimonic alloy P=:16, i
inert gas containing 7
~atm water vapour and '75
patm hydrogen, for perio~

up to 7166h, at tempera
turee between 650-1000oC

TO examine the solid-soli
reactions between SiC and
SiY~4 and representative
alloys, at temperatures ut
to 10000 C and periode up
to 5OQOh

Two loops. one at 41 bar,
one at 0.4 bar, used to
exaJlline cladding wrapper
and boiler tube materials
Tests included ~retting

behaviour

COHm;ITS

Behaviour oI alloye in
Beneral consistent with
that observed in fully
oxidising environments,
such as carbon dioxida

SiC was more reactive
than Si~~~. These
solid-s6l~d reactions
could impose design
limitations on the use
of coated particle fuel

Teet atmosphere was
helium with 1 vpm H 0,
10 vpm H2• Tempera~ure
range for cladding
6oo_8000 c; 600°C
common temperature for
other materials

Cont.

1972 I 1973 I 1974 I 1975 I 1976 I 1977 I 1976 11979 I 1960

I \: ' : ! IITIlTlnn7i1'!-H11
, I

i : I

i :
I I., I !
'I I I "i: , : I
\ ( __ _ _ 1 I

i I I i i

: I i I i ~-; =~;.I !

, I ! I i '
I '

, I I I I i
I : I I I I.:
I : I i I ,i

I!I 'I !

i I ,I
I 1 : I

I: I
I

1961 1962

I [
I !
[I

I :
I I

11 i
i '

! :
I

I I:i I I

196'

......

......
Vl

,
i
I.-- L i - - ""----------'----

1976



C.1;. of Table UlC CONTRIBUTIONS OF UK TO Th~ NEA-GCPR R&D PROGRAM

Coordinator I J. Smith
DESIGN AND SAFETY ·,,'ORK-'---_GC'I::IHT.

3. Performance studies ofl C.P. IBeactor p~sics. contral
particle-tue-lled GCFBs Gratton end Idnetics investiga

tiona

(b) tranaient anal7seal -'.N. IAue_nt of peak tuel
for vented pin Knovles temperaturea end condi-
corea tiona

0\

1983

I1
I

I :

I:

1982

li .I I

I ;

',i II I

I I
! I \ I

! I , I
I
I

1981

!

.; I :

! I

I I :
i I I
I ! ': i
I

i1

1

1
1

;

J
I

1979 I 1980

llepor1;

llepor1;
I ,

1977 I 1978

I
I
I

1976

i
I

I

rttttttttttmn I

I
I

I

I
I

1915

I I I I I I I I (in absTance)

!

1974

I

I I
I : II .

I
, I I i

, . I I'.I .i (

'I j, I

; I

I Ii .
! i
: I

I
' j, ,

I I

I

I

1972 I 1973CO~IMi:':~lTS

This is exploratory
using UlFBB methDds as
a starling point

This wrk terminated at
the end of 1974 wen
particle-tuelled s,rstem
studies ceased

Joint vork with GBllA

This vork begen as a
possible backup for a
vented pin core in case
it was not considered
prudent to begin with
all-vented assemblies

Included both aDa1ytica~

and experimental studie

Work discontinued as 1
limitations became cle

OBJECTIVES

'ro asseu IIQbcbaJmel
effects, and alllO inter
aasemb17 effects

Examination of both loss
of nov lUId lou of
preBlNrB eftects

Appraisal of different
forms of assemblies and
selection of a reference
solution

Investigation as to
whether a saitable sealed
pin design could be da
viIIed aB a starting point
for a demonstration or
experimenta1 reactor

ACTIV!TY I RESPON-
SIBLE:

(c) theoretieal iDVBS-\ -'.N.
Ugation of the lCDovlea
effect of loeal
core bloc:lcagea

2. Studies of Pin-tuelledl -'.N.
cores - sealed pins Knovles

1. Fmel assembly develop-I C.P.
ment - coated particle Gratton
type

(a) coated particle
1;:ype vith particle
beds

(b) c~ed particles
vith tubular pina

(c) tube in shall
coated particle
aaaemblies

It. Sste1;J' :luvsstigaU.ana

(a) reliabilit)" cons1-IJ.-'blit
~ration of _r-
genC7 cooling
errans-nta for
GCFBa

(d) et1I~ of core
catchers

A.B. \ Asse_t of the general
lCDovles beat remova1 and perfor

_ce requirements

Tvo alternatives consi
dered (GBBA schemes als'
examinedY - no entirely
satistactory solution s'
far evolved

, " _._... ..1.--_.. _. .
1978



Table US Cowr~IBU!IOR5 OF U.S. 'J'0 'J'2ö !lLA-:;=)I'r. p.~ Fr:'~~~

Coor~1n~tor I Donald E. Erb, DDE NOTE: lt 1s not praerieal to make referenee to our reports in these charts, lnstead
see r.s. annual re?orta beginning in 1977

1.1.1 PCR\' ConfigurationlL. Kuhe I ID·~sign eHons at GA.

1.1 Prestressed coneretel IDevelop design options
- ReactoT Vesse.l anö ensure design criteri

(ineluding lieensing) are
lDet.

Tl ,I I f 1 I I· I 11
. ; I I I I I I
,,' 1 I 1 '
: I I j I I· I i,I I I, I . I , I

' I I ':
i 1 I! . I; 1 ! ! '

I : 1, c '0 N C P A DI E S E. i.. 5 I I ,1 I :DtSlG!; 110%

ACTIVI':'Y

1 Nuelear Stea~ SupplY
S~ste~ Engineering

RZSPOII
SI:9LE

o:snCTIVES COJ-~'=;=-!S '~72 '~73 '974 '~15 I ·'~76 '~77 '~78 1'~7~ '~80 1'~8' ,~e2 '~8'

1.1.2 PCR~ Closure Testair. Gat!
J. Cal1~an

Test and analysis
progralt at 0Rl\"L.

1.5 Auxiliary Clrcu]arorIL. Kuhel Deve]op design options
and ensure design eriteri
(inc]udlng lieensing).are
met.

1.2 Tuel Handling

1.3 Reaetor Internala

1.' t'.ain Hel1=
Cireulator

1.'.1 Cire.uJator Test
Tadl1 t)·

1.6 Stea~ Generator

1.7 Systems Ensineering

L. Kube I Develop design options
and en~ure design cr1teri
(includlng lie~nsing) are

I-
t

•

L. ~ube, Deve]op design options
an~ enSUT~ design criteri
(1nc]udlng licens1ng) are
met.

L. Kube! Develop design options
an~ ensure design criter1
(ineluding Jieensing) are
lDet.

L. Kubel Test eircularor and drive~r6cillty loearion has
not yet b~en det~rmined.

L. Kube I Develop design options
and enSure design eriteri
(ineluding licens1ng) are
.et..

L. Kubel Ensure eomponents are
integr~ted lnto systems
whieh meet syste~ design
eriterla (inelud1ng
lieenainl)'

11 : IIII1I1111 i \11 j I jJ I 11· i I I:
~1JlWllllliJ-JJ . 11 1

1

I

~

_ _---L... I ... _

1.8 Plant ~namies L. Kubel Determine plant tt-e
dependent characterlsties
for all deslgn eond1tioDI
for use in ensuring that
all design eriter1a
(ine]udina Iieensinl)
are .et.

Cont o
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CooT~in .. tor I Donald E, Frh, OOE

2.S Fu~l Rod [n8ln~~ringIL. J:ube

2.3 ~r.L~'.!.'!.~_D..~iL. J:\.'.
Ver1fi earion

3~Phv5le~

Shhld1!1&

i I 1 I i i I 1 1 I I I ,---

..........
co

'982 \ 'ge~

III
I
I
I
I
I

i I

, 960 \1981'978 11979, 975 I , 976 I , 977'9H I '97<1

I
'972

l Tl'-]l~-l ~J -1"-
I I I! D1[1

1 I IR)" 1+ I:
: I JJj! 1II1 j : ~ I' 1

I ~,1 I i ' : I I .
, C iO "CI. ~ D; Ei S d .E TI.:B, Ib. ! ,I 'D!S I G ._ ,

l ! 1 i i' I I 11J 1I I : wr f i](~ i I::; I ~C~ EE,. 'I I I I, I I ',1 i ; , I; 1-: I I I 'I I i I:' :~. :r ,n,' , ,,: T.l ~_~.s.1 ~ ·tw . :n.tsJ..G· •

1'.1 :/ ,'11:1 1 1" "-"']Sr ,I, iCO!'lPEfE
I': ,!: I ", . I I I . ,I, 1 I

'i !: '.: I I I: i '1' '11 i: : 'I :I: I'
I ,: I! 'I i, i, ,I I' ' I 'I
I J I I t' I . l : . , I

")",,., l.J_' ,;.u , '3 I, J!! • 11 1 '01",' t,·
I .': I! I I I J 71, ! J: '1 lE • I sr! I :: I I; i 1°fLEf[
I . 1 I I I I I' I' 1 '! • . I I , '

I. I! I i! ,.\ 1 I I I· I I·
· "'IJm·Pi_4_-lDLES~..;;GN_ F:J!,~!5 .. I. I. j .TII ~jj~

, ,I I i I 11 ;n ~ &,,! s~ar; ,Or.Plm
!. I I I , I' :,' , i I
; I" I : I

, ,i" ". J "J. -' ~!~ ,,,,,,,J :I I i I ';1.0 Ja: ' 1:]1,1 Li. -I s~CF' I! ,! I I ~u~1.EtE
. I I . I, I

I C sJE Tb" I . p E__Ikr~; y I . h. < m.nN' I I J 1O"[t.4tIfI"

I'" !, " '" ] I!I' I!~"M"

""",J
j:' ETA f,Eh~ I I I 11 I I q_~ll'l2:.JS

--i=rFf+++ . ~~""i ES!'"

[ G

EIeetrieally h.at~d pin5
used to simul.te fuel.
blanket, and eontrol
rod5.

C,j!:'=~:T3

Lead for lhls work at
~.

OBJECTIVES

Ile Ut1Il.e a mndified
CRBF. sy,te: to meet
pri~ary sySle~ 5huldo~~

d~5lgn eril~r1a (lneIudln
lleenslng).

Develop design options
an~ ensure d~s1gn criteri
(ineludlng 11eensing) ar~

_t.

DeveIop d~slgn optlons
and ensure design erlteri
(ineludlng 11e~nsing) are
met.

~!y that eor. a.semblt.s
~,·.tgn erHer1a

: ."iing lle~nslng).

Develop deslgn optlons
and ensure design criter1
(1neluding lieensing) are
met.

DoveIop d~slgn options
~r,~ e~sure design cr1teri
(;nrIuding lleen.lng) are
-.et.

Dev~lop design options
and ensure d~5lgn erlt~ri

(lncludlng ]ie~n5lng) are_t.

rTovld~ fuel and ~aterlal

R&D data in 5upport of
de5lgn, op~Tation and
lie~nsing ~ffort5.

D~.16~. build and operale
eIl a~. ' ,.pulmental loop

to obtain operational
c.~1aTacteT15tics of core
ass~..bl1e••

R;:SPOJi
SI:SLE

L. Ku!>e I

U. Cat/
A, Crin

T. Pltto

2.1 Core Assemblv
~~~ment"

2.3.1 Cor~ 1'10-' Test
Laop

2 I'ue}s and ~~~

ACTHI':'Y

2.2 !r.!.s.!u,:~_E.s.~...!.~~'!.t..!E.dL.Kub.
~~stelt fe>r I'ud

1.11 Control and [1~etrl.L, Kube
COlLpon~nts

1.10 Hellum Proe~ssln8 IL. Kube
Coc?onents

1.9 Control Rod SV5tams

2.4 l'ue15 and Mat~r1a15 p. Broie
!!!?

"---- ---'----'-- - - ------_.-- cont~.l_J1Jl1liJJJJllUlllJlJl11111~~~Llll.lJ~l..LLJ....~"""""''-''-_.. _----



Cant. of Tabh US COlr.'iiIBcrIOPi5 OF V.S. TO TE Jr.:}.-C:r:. RU F'O:;'.AY.

COor.:inator I Donald E. Erb, DOE

3.1 Nuelear An.l~sis andlJ. Br01d
Core Phvsies

J. BToidp/Prov1de validatec r.cia
u. Cat I tion shielding informatio

for use in Nuelear Steam
Supply Syste~ Engineering
efforts.

J. BT0110/Determine eoT. aeeident
R. Sevy and rad1caet1ve eaterial

chaT3cteristics release
for use in design and
11eensing efforts.

R. Sevyl Provide des1gn end
l1eens1ng information
based on experiments with
fuel vhieh is he.ted by
non-nuelear methods.

\0

198'198219811980

bt-n
qLsr

1979

le

19781977

"etll

1976

E

19751974

i
I

1972 I 19H

1~ ~I' h 'ii I j ~ E; ~ . ~ Tl! i R
3:r C': ! Il'Ipe :. ~,

t
l

i . I I I
I I'
I I ! I ,

I · a! J d!. i :; JJ P A E . E FCIns 1 . .) J:
; ;i,,';~ 1 15-; E D I : ~~Gl~EE~ !lES\~-+-

I I' I ' I I".1', I I ! . ;
. I ! I:I i I; I : I I " I 11 !

I . . ,I I I ,

i I ! I I I I I .. ~ I ';I! 'I ' I 1
1

: JJ'I
I' ., . I r I

!lS i ,I Rnl 11> I i . 'lSljG
i I I I ~r-~;' i ~ ; 1 IrGI\A 1 l"IE:IHO~ I : ~VY~RI~
l.' ! I I 11 . I 1 I
I I I ' I I I I ; I ! 11 ,
I I I ' j i . I:: I I I
I I I . I . I1 ' ! ,

I ; I I I I· 1 ~ I
i J ,', ,,',',' • ">cIJ. ..,,-,,, ro , "" ~JlJ,11

! I 1 11Ti. U;'pl 1 PS~ Er 'fI I;
i I I 1 l I !
I i I"b,,, ' J},i,"~~L 11 I I I

o ~PI""'; 1$", ~
I I

I

cm·:·:::;:'!s

OP~~ To~er Shield
Faeilit)" is usec in
this effort.

OB..'E:CTIV!:S

Provid~ v81idat1o~ nuc]ea
1nfo~ation for use in th
Nuelear Steam Supply
Syste~ Engineerin& effort

RZS?ON
SI5L!:

J. Broi~0/Dete~1ne the time
R. Sevyl dependent eharaeteTisties

of th. plant afteT en
aee1dent w1th partieuler
em?hasis on eooling of
fuel anc radioaetive
eaterial distribution.

J. BT01iQuant1tat1~elYdet.~ine

ri~ks anc 1dentif)"
I potential des1gn mocHiea

I tions to reduee risks.
Prov1d. methods for

"

1ntegTating reliabilit)"
eonsiderations into
des 19n efforts.

ACTJVITY

4.4 Sefety Test Program

4.4.1 Out-of-pile Fuel
TeaU

4.3 Post Aeeident R&D

4.2 Core Aeeident R&D

4.1 Risk Analvsis

3.2 Shielding R~D

4 L1eensing end Sefety

4.4.2 ln-pile Tests R. Sevyl Provide design end
11eensing information
based on experiments wirb
fuel vhieh is heeted by
nuelear methods.

~lST
XPERIKEIt'

4.4.3 Cas Reaetot In-PiltE. ArbtfnDeSign end build a te.t
Safety Test Loop loop for uae in TREAT.

IlJisfGl CJ'lSI~UM
S1AlL

L...-- _ ---L..._--L- __
Cant.

._._.L.-

~978
i
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Coor~inöt.or I Donald E. Erb, DOE

rv
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ACTIVI::-Y R:'SPOli 01>..' ECTIV'::S cor·:·=;;:r.s 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1ge,S:i::L! -

T~
1-7-- ]J--f--- -

I l II,.,., Electrical Simul.- D. Eanso .~eve]op and USf ~1ectr1ca
I Itor Test5 ~~mu!ators for fuel,
I t'l .1.blanket and contro] Tod : Cl:p1p

! ~crnl 1
safety tests inv~l~inb

,
I 1elevated clad end duct

1 I
I I j ,I , I 't~~pe~atuTes inc]uding

i
I 1

melting. : I I I I j I I I
I . i ' I ' ,

1 1 ' :'.5 Licensabilitv J. Br"i, Supp"rt ~.lium Breeder
?~ID : i i, ' • I~",,' IF Z? RJ! 'Sr:B~n- I !Associates in their

I I I 'f r :?OR I I I '1'Ti"" ,,efforts to det~rmine ~he 5
I

I
I • I ' I .

licensability cf the GCFR !

I
I I I .I ,

I I I,
I

I I

I
I

i I I • I j I'! 1 1I , i

I I I I '1 1 ' 1: 1 : I
,

; I
I,I

i /1, I i I I! I
I

i j
! I I I ' ~ I' ,

I
, I

I' , :I 1
1

I I
I

I I !I II . I I

I
I ' J

, I I : '. II . I
I I

I

I
I I

I I
,

I i
I : I

I I ;

I i
i , II ! ! I ,

I I !
,

I ;I I
I

Ii I
I I

.
II

! I I
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Table GBRA COBTRIBUTIOBS OF GBRA TO THE BEA-GCFR R&D PROGRAM

Coordinator I J. CHEllMANNE

ACTIVITY RESPONSIBLE OBJECTIVES COMMENTS 1912 1913 1914 1915 1916 1911 1918 1919 1980 1981 1982 198'

1. REFERENCE J. Chermanne Identification of a 1200 MWe The reference design I I!~ C. Sacriste commercial reference design ~GBR4J is a vented pin,

I
! R

J. Yellowlees used for the assessment of o bar, He cooled con- - I !I

Ifeasibility. performance, cept with standing core I
I

I Isafety, economics and R & D upward flow and motor I I Ii

,
i

I ! i Iquestions. driven circulator sets. ,
I ,

i
I I IIt is described in I I I

I
i i I"GBR4 DESIGN DESCRIP- i I

, i , : I , !
TION" June 1975 I I I ,

I 1 I I, , ,
I i i .01

, ,Desi.m revision ..... , !

Safety principles and design A "GBR4 Safety Working
,

i I ! I

i I I
I i I ~2.~ p. Burgsmulle

! [ I I i I i
:

~ J.J. Dekais solutions acceptable to Eu- Document" was produced
R i I I

!
I i

, I !
ropean safety authorities in July 1974. ~his

I I I
I

,

I
I i I i II

I

I
I I

I I
Iare defined by : document was examined I I i I

I
I I ! ,

I I I i I- collection of information by a group of safety !
I

I I
I

I
I i I

I
: i i Ifrom safety authorities experts convened by the I i

I
I

II I ,

I
I I Iand GBRA Member Companies CEC. A "Supplement to ,

I I i I ! I
I i I

i i ! I
I

1
Iconcerning the safety re- GBR4 Safety Working I I ! I

i Iquirements and the related Document":t answering
,

j I
I I

I'
I

I
I

I
I i ! I

I'
design features for other all the questions of j I I I

I
reactor systems; the experts was produ- !

I
I j

- design and reliability stu ced in April 1975. In ,
I I I I

I
II ,

I
Idy of the required engin- May 1975, the experts I II

I

I I I Ieered safeguards; concluded that "no rea- I ! I I

I
- detailed analysis of all sons have been identi- I

I i
i I

major physically possible fied which would pre- i

I
,

accidents including low vent a GBR of the kind ;
j

I I

probability events such as proposed by the Asso- I I i ! ! i Ithe COre melt down; ciation achieving a
i I I I- preparation of a prelimina satisfactory status".

I I I

I I I Iry safety report; The experts indicated I I! I
, I- negociations with European various fields of R&D

i~ R
i

I I Isafety authorities concern required to support I

ing the acceptance of GCFR evidences during defi- I
Isafety principles. nite safety qualifica-

tion : PCV integrity, I !

core catcher, etc.

I I
Safety related studies on These studies were ear-

IM. Holtbecker - Ability of a PCV to with- ried out at JRC Ispra.
Rstand a nuclear excursion. I,

G. Volta - Reliability of a PCV liner

Wat 90 bar. IJ .M. Defalque - Gross core melt down ana- This study has identi- Ilysis : a study including fied very mild reacti- IF I
the assessment of the me- vity ramps and energy , I
chanistic, nuclear and releases (3 $/sec & I

energetic behaviour of a 8000 MJ) in the worst
molten core between start conditions (complete I

of melting and final con- loss of cooling,no triP

1tainment in the core cat- no absorber in the core

Icher. This is reported in aleon
~ i

1918

....
f\)....



TableGBRA COllTRIBUTIONS OF GBRA TO THE NEA-GCFR R&D PROGRAM

Coordlna.tor I J. CH.ERMANNE

G. Vieider
C. Oppenheim
A. Krähe

RESPONSlBLE I,

IJ. Chermanne
I Ph. Van As
broeck
T. Bryant
M. Quick

Discussion of the "Gas
cooled Breeder Reactor Re
search. Developwent & De- ,
monstration Planning Guide",

Yith, ,variOUS utilities) ma_~
nufaccures and research or-
~~n~~~~~ns in the Europea

I\)
I\)

1963

T
I

I
i '
i :
I

1962

I,
i

Ii ,
i I
I

I

I
I I

! "11 I 1

I I
I I

I'

I
I,

1960 11961

I ,
i '
,

I ,

I :
I I
, I

I

I i I

I

i 11

I

i I
! I
I I

I '
I II. I

I i '

1

I j
, I

I
!

I
I i

i

I
I,

I
: I

,i
! I

1976 \1979

I

~.oH++~

IR

I,
I

I

!
I

1977

!

I

R

11

j I

1
1

I, I

1976

i
I :

I I
!-\

~R

19751974

t

i ! 1111

" I
11 ,

1973

11 11 I
I I 11 1

i ,111' I
I I
I I

i 11I

, I I

I ,

i i . I I I'
I I i 1 , I I i

i I: IR

! ! I 'II i I

j
I '
" 1-1-
"i i I ;
.' I II I I

I ' : I I i I

! ,
I I

I

I
I

i I
I

I' ,I,I I

I

1972

Cant.

CmlME:NTS

"Supplement n° 2 cO
GBR4 Safety Worklng Do
cument" February 1978

Possibilities of using
a 1 year refuelling
scheme waS examined. ThE
influence of uncertain
tiea in the prediction
of main fuel technology
parameters on ehe econo
mic prospects of the
GCFR investigated.
Physics and thermohy
draulics performances
are 8ssessed in "GBR4
Performance" .. December
1974.
Thermo-mechanics are as
aessed in "Supplement te
GBR4 Performance". Junc
1976

- The conclusion shows
that GBR4 and HTR ca
pital costs are the
same : "Analysis of
relative capital cOStl'
beeween GBR4 and HTR
oroiects". March 1975.

- See "GBR4 performance'j

_ lIGas cooled Breeder
Reaccor Resea=ch and
Development programme'
November 1974.

_ "GBR core material se
lection and related
phenomena". June 1975.

!_ "Gas cooled Breeder
Reactor Research, De
velopment & Demonstra
tion Planning Guide",
May 1978, a document
prepared for the CEC.

OBJECTIVES

- AssesBment of the cost of
various GBR fuel cyclea.

- Compariaon on an item-to
item basis of GBR4 with ewo
HTR designa

- Assessment of the effort
required for the demonstra
tion and later, c~ercial

ization of the GBR

The performance and economics
relative co other reactor
systems are evaluated by :
- design reoptimization;
- detailed physics analysis

including fuel management
and consiscent compariaoQs
tO LMFBRs;

_ final thermohydraulic study
including results from the
R & D programme;

- thermomechanical behaviour
of the core throughout life
taking into account the va
riation of swelling, creep,
etc. with fast neutron dose

- short and long term econo
mic a8seSBment comparing
with the HTR and LMFBR.

Vieider
Bisaell
Chapelot

G.
J.
M.

ACTlVITY

,so !...!...Q
PROGRAMKll S

; J. PERFORMANCE
STUDIES

'4. ECONOKlC
i .~SSESSME:NT,

1978



Tabl.GB~ CONTRIBUTIONS OF GBRA TO TRE lIEA-GCFR R&D PROGRAM

Coordinator I J. CHERMA.NNE

AC'IIVITY RESPONSI.BLE OBJECTlVES COMMENTS 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983

6. EXPLORATORY ~. Yellow1ees Study of core concepts with Work concentrated on : I I I' I !
DESIGN STU- partic1e fue1, se1ection of - fue1 assemb1ies using ! I

DIES OF !HE a reference design with con- SS-partic1e container I i : ;
COATED PARTI siderab1e fue1 cyc1e cost sa- - special safety aspect ! I I I!
CLE CONCEPT ving compared to ear1ier par- of direct1y coo1ed I' I I I I

tic1e designs. The overall partic1e designs; : I I ! i I I I

benefits from the deve10pment - thermohydrau1ics R & i I I I; I'
of this design are eva1uated. D work by the von , J I I i : ! I : I

Karman Institute, ! '. ; I I I I ,I , ,

Brusse1s. i ' I I i I I !
In 1974, taking into ac I, I ! I I' ! :

count the resu1ts ofa! " f I; ! i' I '
fi:st fast flux irradi- I I :!' 'I I , I

at~on of coated parti- I i I'! 'I 1 1 I

c1es and the re1ative1y , I I I \! 1 I : I, ; I' ,', 1
1

poor nuc1ear performancE I I, 'I I I! ;
reached with the coated I I I ' I I, i I

partic1e design, it was ;' I I i f 1 I! 1 I' I I
decided to concentrate ,i I , I: I:! I
on the vented fue1 pin . I I ! I I ! I I I .
deSign and consider the I I I ! '
coated partic1e concept I! I ' I i 1 I

as a 10ng term deve10p- 'I ' I I I I I
ment. ,i I I I

I ' ! J I I7. CASE FOR!HE .D. Vaughan Il1entify the reasons why the "The case for the GBR I! i'
~ • Chermanne GBR shou1d be deve10ped. and the construction of , A.... •••• • • • • • •••••••••• ~. ·t· ... . I I

a Demonstration plant [' I ! I
in Europell , January 'I l I
1974. I I ,

i I J

I I : I I i!
, ' I !

. I

I '
I I '

I
I

, I

I

i I
197E

f\)

W

I
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CD Reactor core and blanket

@ Steam generator unit
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Fig.1: GBR 4 Nuclear Steam Supply System - Vertical section.
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